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PREFACE.

The PostsecondarrEducation.Commission (PEC) wad approved by

the State Board of Education on April 17, ;973, and charged with

functionieng in an advisory capacity tothe\Commissioner of Education
a

and the State Board of Education on matters relating to postsecondary

education in Florida. In March of 1978, the Commission noted the

lack Of MK articulated public poli with respect to independent

postsecondary education in Florida. Recognizing the need for such

a policy statement, the Commission recommended to the Comrni.3s_..onei

and the State Board of Education that one of the Commission's clppre-

hensive planning activities for the 1978-79 fiscal year be an analtsis

of the'public/private postsecondmir education sector relationship in

Florida. This analysis was to include Commission meetings, a statewide+,

conference in,cooperatioh with the Education Commission of the States,

and conference follow-up by the Commission members resulting in re-,
4

commendations to the Commissioner-of Education.

The Education ComMission of the States Inservice Education Program

statewide conference withP'.E.C. on "State

Policy and Postsecondary ucation: \,Relationship of the Indepen-

dent and Public Sectors." The co-sponsots. agrged that.the purpose of

the (conference was to,provide a background relating to the goblems
, F

and issues involved in formtlating sate policy with respect to pOst-
.

secondakedUcatiOn. The conference would (1) review actions , takel
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elSewhere in the nation; (2) .assess the present and prospective

status of the postsecondary education sector in Florida; (3) consider

possible components to be included in any statement of policy; and

(4) assess the legal and fiscal realities implicit in the adoption

of such a statement. The Postsecondary Education Commission sought

this information in furtherance of its obligatiohs to consider for-

4.
mulating recommendations to e Commissioner.of Education concerning

the relationships between the several groups which function in both

.1
the, public and independent se ors of postsecondary education in

riOlorida. The Conference program which resulted from these goals

Can be found in Appendix A, and a list of the current P.E.C. members

may be found in Appendix B.

-The sponsors were gratified by the attendance during the

Novmber 30 'December 1, 14 Conference convened in Orlando, Florida.

One ?hundred and (seyeAythree.policy makers fibm the various sectors

of:stsecondary education in Flor40a, a5 well as from both the4re-

,) ,

islative andfexacutive )0ranches of state.gOvernment, were on hand-

or thermeeting A complete conference roste) may be found in

AlpendixiC.: In preparation for the
A
Coliferelice, the 131 E . C . also

..

prepared the following two 46cumentS, which are.availabie upon request

_
.

. froiethe Department of Education:

1) A Oiredtorot Independent and Public Postsecondary
,

Institutions in ,F,cloiidaw-Idttober, 1978; and

AN . j. , .f-V . .

:.

$

2j Existing Relation...44s Between Independent Postse ondar2
.

.

Institutions and State Educational Agencies in the State of Florida,

October,, 9 .78.

Sl

(
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.The format of this report essentially follows the sequence of

presentations at the conference. Section I provides a conference

overview and papers on the basic issues and policy areas covered

during the meeting. Section II contains presentations on the state

policies of selected states towards independent postsecondary,
i

)

education. Section III provides a dis'Cussion.of the policy sues.,)
...

facing the federal government in this area, and Section TV, , 4.
I

summary of the totmeeting.

As a result of the conferenc the Commissil4 met in,Tampa,

Florida on Februa7-8-9, 1979, andadopted'a series of-recommen-

dations on public / independent postsecondary.edutation in Florida

for submission to the Commissioner of Education. The final

Commission report will be distri uted along with these conference

proceedings and additional copi axe, y ilaAe from the Department

of Education.

The ml.mbers.of the P.E. wish to extend their appreciation
. - . .

to the staff of the' Education ommiAion of t e States for their

many contributions during-the c pference. I addition, thanks are

extended to all of the individuals li in the program (Appendix

A) forAheir direct assistance both in .the planning and the execution

of threnference. The members are particularly grateful to Senate

,President.Phil Lewis and House Speaker Hyatt Brownfor their taking

the time to join Ls in Orlando, and for their thoughtful presen-

taticSns on this topic. Their attendance at-,the meeting, and obvious

interest in this topic, ontributed greatly to,the success of the

conference. Furthermore, I would like to acknowledge the assistance

r
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I

/.

of the Florida Asscciation o Private Schools who sponsored the

'reception and assisted-the co-spo rs in the registration process.

Finally, I would like to acknowled e excellent work of my staff

during the planning and implementation of the conference, and for

their many efforts in the prepartion'of these proeedingS.

Charles B. Reed, Executive Director
Florida Pos6condaryTducation Commission

L
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SECTION 'I

CONFERENCE OVERVIEW.

-Since 1960 many states have expressed. interest in the develop-,

ment dr examination.ofkeducation policies related to the independept

sector of postecoydary education: In fact all states but one,
A_

accordin tope speaker, Ri ard Jonsen, enior Staff Associate
49

ilwith the .dern-Int tate Commi4ion for 'gher Educa support

nonpublicinsti tions'or studentsk, ch attend them.
.1 )

David W. Breneman and Chester inn stated in their publication,

Public Policy and Prirtb Education, that there were fur "cognitive'
t _ .

reasons-for this thterest. -First, the piispect for growth in higher'
,

education as experienkin the fifties and sixties had quite

ble thi! in turn contributed to a widespread belief that the

v
. industry d be expected to ead toward a 'retrenchment period. The

auealtrfurther argued that if the deterioration was concentrated in
4

the private sector, then the public interest wdelid be "poorly serv4"

d thus, there is a need to develp ublic policies to insure that

al air competitive situation would exi in'the higher eduGation
.

industry. (The fate of specs institutions gould depend on'their

performance noton'their fundink

dcond,khe author stated that the interest to develcip an.

education policy related to th independent sector was enhanced

since "the impersonal work'ng of. the existing higher education



market place, can not be relied upon tdirect resources in a socially

optimal.manner.".T* blamed the intricate and quilt-like manner

in which highel- education was funded'for this situation., (Fbr example

Ya,
.tuition prices do not reflect resource costs accurately

,
.

Third, according to BreneMan and Finn, gIven the large'cost

investment )in physical plants and personnel it would be, foolish o

states to consider expaision to public campuses without conte1iplation

asto the ost-effective 6ptions of "pdrtially subsidizing Aditional

enrd109plt in .Lependent institutions."

Finally, drauthors believed fl t he fac over fqtet_des

* have develope0 some form of poli

dependent sector would haveo be considered as str g indication

)
of publ4c willingn s to provide did to Aese in itutions.

f

al support for the In-

The Flori
e.

argumentssuc

ostseco nary 'EduCation,C "iSsion sensitive to

as those mentioned above, on November 30 HIDeceMber e 4

1, 1978 convenedog conference,of state.edUcat4onalitpi1 etfitat ves,

legislators; and officials'from'Florida's public and indepe t .

postsecondary institutions. The Commission's.goals -re\to 1)

,

J

I -
.: ''

review actions taken,e1Sewhere in the lation;.2) asse the
- ,

.

h present-

and prospective status-of they postsecondary education sector in

Florida; 3) consider possible c slit° be included Iih any
.

stapment of policy; and 4)` assess the, and legal re liiits
,- .; . (,---.

-,

ifplicit in the adoption of such a statement.

.
\ .°

4 At thiS conferdnce higher. education officials frog states such

sylirania, Illinois, and California told members about policies
.

,

.

and programs found 4n the states they represented.
1__ .,:
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Government an higher eddcation officials in Pennsylvania,

according to Edward McGuire, Chancellor, MEa.4sachusetts Board of

. 'HigherEducatio (former Pennsylvania-Commissioner'of Highet

O g"

Education) believed At was in the best interdst or the public as

well a e stude s if:TghnsylVania funded the independent sectof

since they believ d the real strengthen highereducation could be

--,found in the in itutions' ability to offer students differy

.approaches t her education With.lthisjelief in mind Mr. McGuire

said Pennsylvania provided.sup ort to their indep ndent institutions4

in four . ays: direct grants to students; ipStitutional,grants

4.4

t

help i pendent colleges and universities paylikirect costsje fired

-- to educAte students; loans to students; and finally, dirct

support four primate' medical schools.

X.
Joseph'Boyd from the Illinois State Scholarship onui4ss

.

conferees that officialsiwho desid to develop, and with suer ss'

imple nt, A state- policy to-aid inde endent institutions wo have:

tb arefix cowder a number offs

stated that:

icant factors. Briefly he '

Firsts.,becauseof lielarge amount of federal monies
4

g7. .

'set aside for stud and insti utiopal aid it would be wise for
0

.,,,,i
' ..-

states to'coor ate their Or grams accordingly; Second, to insure,

,

that he pro am provides student access, the determination of the
k

*

maximum award formula must be acceptable and understood bvinstitu-

( .tionslithe public, and the state legisl ird, w a do with

the 9rop petary sector must biNconsid re4 Fourth, the increas
/.1, S. IN

of students to attend institu ions on a part-timq basis was

reful oWlibaratir:a reality that should not be ignored; Fifth,

4 1

4

«r-
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as to when the announcement of grant awards is be'made was con-
, --

sidered vital in order to maximize student acces to the program; 0.

Sixth, since most programs which have provided direct aid to students

have been based on financial need, the issue of whether this need

should be relative or aholute must be resolved; Finally, a long .

6r

hard examination'at.the methods of holding Independ,tinstitutions

accogtible for utilization of public funds must be.taken to insure

needsflof students would not be-"over-met."

AtdeSttiption of the close working relationship between the,
k

public, propIietary, and independent inititutions of higher education

within California was provided by

of the Associatien,f Independent

This tIonship adei.dng to Mr.

Mbrgan Odell, Executive Director
I.

California Colleges and Universities'.

Odell was based in- general upon

"an obvious self-interest to perform in th' y.".

addition W. Odell dicus4d a study rel\a'ted.,Io California's.

independent colleges and universities and their role in the state.

The study, according to Mr. Odell, made a number of recommendations

whithserved to promote the -existence of a healthy independent §ector.

He stated that study authors believed hardy private/colleges and uni-

Afersii$es were necessary to insure that,students were to' be provided

, . .

as great as posstble.opportunirty to attend a postsecondary, institution

,

institution

.
,

.
.

of their 'choice and'insure'lhat diversity and constructive competitiori,
k

0 V
3. e to: provide a stimulus for,innovation; encourage thewould

most effecti

an

utilization of the sta 's postsecondary,resources;
-/ -

maintain a 'verse

Rationale for a

ange of postsecondary alternatives.
'f!

ublic policy ,coocernek with independent.post-.



secondary,,edupt ion ,thstl.tutions iwas, nearcP by Conference attendees,

.
pre.d.c a variety of arguments,fpgm Several senters. Fdr example,

1.. - ,-;N- ' ''. : ,
jAlahomars former Governor' and curreneSeriatorbavid A. Boren,.

..

= emphasized the_tmtance"of,A. dual system of education and Stated .

r . , ,

--- -

thaI he' believed the private sector r-should play a vital role in

this dual sys em. Louis Rabineau, Director of the InservieEdu-

cational Proje t with the Education Commission' of the StateS, argued

that state support Was necessary for several reasons. First, he

stated private institutions were in tfieir'ini ial stages formed for

. ptiOlic reasons, and second, that these institutions were an integral

part of the American triition. According to Mr. Rabineau, the

third argument for independent institution support was in part based

on' the fact that-the private sector offered "a wealth of educational

and cultUral opportunities that served to enrich the range of re-

sources" in all'of higher oplucation. Finally, he concluded that

privIte universities and colleges were an alternative to public

control of higher education. RichardJbnsen declared in his pre-

sentation that an increase in competition for students and state

resources by public and private colleges and universities and an

increase in the demand for fiscal and educational accountability

from higher education by the public and political leaders will

inevitably result in an increase in
(
the bureaucratic structure

1

responsible for the planning, coordinating, and regulating of post-

secondary education. Because of this, he went on to suggest, it is

essential to create a clear slate educational policy towards the

independent sector.
O
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lialel,thembers told _conferees of their concerns felated to the

develoin Ent of a stage palicylfor the independent sector, Some

suggested that a determination must 54111ade as to whether or not
/

private colleges arid universities actually are in need of funds and

if so would it ;be appropriate to respond with tax dollars. Others

questioned thegimpact state aid to the independent institutions

would.have on the. identity of those institutions and whether or

not this would be desirable for American society or students..
4-

4

Ahother concern raised in-the conference was the issue as to the

manner in which the independent institutions should be held

. 4

accountable. As. could be expected, comments on this issue ranged

from theklinimumito the maximum. Some stated that if accountability

were to'be equated tos"bilreaucratic" restrictions then the indepen

dent sector would be better off not participating.' Others stated

that independent colleges and universities should be held just as

accountable a's public institutions. All'agieed the issue.of account-

ability needed-to be treated with great care and that-the success

of a state policy to foster the relationship between the publiC and

independent sector was directly related to.the treatment of this

issue.

In general, suggestionslor conferees were varied, cautious,

and insightful. Florida's legislative leaders recognized that the

state needed to de4lop in the near future some type of educational

policy that would coordinate postsecondary educational planning in

Florida and applauded the sincere interest of conference members

and sponsors in the.discusion of this sensitive subject. They

A
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Warned, however, that the legislature would, 06 of desperation,-

act alc'ine if state officials and representaives from the In-
. \

dependent sector could not'agieWas to wh .form-the p4icy should

take. In addition, several suggestions for aid programs were

offered by speakers and in general togk thiee forms: tuition

equaiization grants; direct institutional aid; and a'broa4ening of

eligibility to participate in the/state's financial aid prograMs
. .

correlated to an increase in the funding of st ent aid.'
,/

Governor Boren asked that members conside what he thought

was a difficult moral is O'and claimed that without its resolution'

the problems whidh beset/higher eduCation would main. The-moral

issue, he stated, involved the decrease within American society

of a "spirit.of comUnity" and centered around society's fragmentation

into special interest groups which look first to the acquisition of

their share of the pie.7 He suggested that often, these groups do riot

'Want to get together and that they frequently exhibit a lack of

self-discipline.- He believed that it was most important for the

various higher education interest groups to come together to avoid

unnecessary duplication; to scare technology, laboratories,Aibrary

collectionS; to plpg the public into the decision-making.process;

and most oall to develop graduates that would be able to speak.

for the community.-

Panel members andgut speakers put the largest share of the

task-to make state polidy recommendations on to the Florida P6st-

secondary Education Commission. In fact, Florida's Commissioner

of Education, Ralph Turlington, expects the commissionto make
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recoOmendations related to this policy and stated that he would act
4

1

these recommendations as soon as feasibly. possible.

Certainly Florida .c)n provide evidence that there is some

degree of cooperation between the public and independent seabr.

FonexaMple the'-Florida Postsecondary Education Commission his

rienced a close cooperation between representatives of the

independent, proprietary and public.sectoi1s in the overall duties'-
/

of .the Commission as well as wi the sub-committee which planned 0

the confereAce. There hav also been changes in Flotida's"Student

Assistance Grant irrogram which have served to permit more students

to receive aid to attend Florida's independent universities and

y/System hasre-

// I

. I

colleges. In addition, Florida's State Uni

quested funds to enter into contracts with the University of Miami

and Barry College through which these institu ions will receive

State monies in exchange for providing pro am services in nursing

/

and social work. However, it, was clear /to both participants and

presenters that more would-have to code in the future. If one

common thought was developed as a esult of this conference it would

have to be the declaration that the time has arrived for Florida to

attend to this important yet ensitive situation. The Florida,Post-
NN

secondary Education Commission has recognized this need and has

accepted the responsibikity to make recommendations in this area

to the Commissioner and the State Board-of Education. Their task,

as suggested bythe testimony that follows, represents a real

challenge.

6

1
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"The Issues"
.

by
- )

David L. Boren
U.S.,Senator, Oklahoma.

r.

I think that tefore we begin to think about son of the issues
- .

that are involved, wp mgt think for a minute ?out where weare
. ,

now, where'we are headed, and in whakplace we find 'ourselves. We

have experienced a dramatic increase and of course are now leVel-

)ing off in enrollments, in the field'Of higheribducation in most

.parts of the:country duffing the past few ye rs.

When, you think-about.it, it took three-hundred year fdr us

to reach the one million mark in total enrollment in higher edu-

cation in the United Stiates,.from the early beginnings in the'

.

rs

private sector, withlthe foUnding of Harvard. It took only thirty

.

years foil- us to reach the second million and, incredibly, it took

only two more years to reach the third million of enrollment in

higher education in this country, which 'was in 1962: Now we're

somewhere between 13 and 14 million. So, in twenty years, we
0

exploded from 1 million, which took three-hundred years of growth,

to somewhere in the neighborhood of 14 million in terms of total

enrollment. At the same time, we have been experiencing other,

changes. Of course, the first three centuries of education 'in

ethis country were dinatedaImost entirely by the private sector:

O

)



By 1960',. had, 'reached -Ole turning point- erethalfrof :the Uni-
.

..

.-
,

Ahve rsity students \weie in private institut ens dLha19 were

( '
.-

public lticit4tionsl And -since 1950'we Piave gone from'fhe half

aricl,lialffgrk to now, where 80 perce

educatioi this country. are being

of all studentsdn'higher,

ated in fhe public sector.

These shirts are somewhat interrelated bTcause of the tremendous

k--
h of enrollments. The pOitlic sector has the capability to.g

tax and float bonds, and this isA the reason it 6 the ability

to keep pace with enrollments. :Thus, it was ine-Vitable that the,

public share of higher education in terms of enrollment Would.
4

increase The passage of the National Defei1)EdUcation Act and
/,

the whole action to technological advances in the Eastetn Block

countries such as the of Sputnik brought about a push'

,,for more Federal Aid for gtaduate and research programs particularly

, 4.-

in the "scientific areas. This aid also helped the growth of the

public sector because many private induStries oriented toward a

broad curriculum simply Aid not have the-physical facilities,or

the laboratory facilities, to take advantage of some of these pro-

grams. So we've been experiencing a trend toward rapid growth in

the public sector partially throUghsa shift in students from the

private,ones.. 'We'Ve alsoseen in this country in the field of
_ .

igher education mor 'and more specialization.

10More than half of) ur students
.

nation ide are part-tithe students,.
.

More than half of these are individUals who will notveceive un-

interrupted terminal degrees. This will lead to' more and more

spelized courses, 'more and more job-skill related courses and a
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movement away from liberal art. We are living through a time when

this is inevitable, and it is proper in many respects that we are

activeness of our programs

two years, and higher

focusing more and more on the cost e

tnrollmeht has begun to level off(in the

education has gained about six percent in t rms of total appio-

Over pp above TlatidAtilv that' pat, much improvement

terms of program iMProvemeni. 1. think we ought to realize that

ha er times arp coming. When we look what has happened to-the

priations

A
atiohal economy, when we look at the strain on the dollar,,When we

o W

look at-i4 trade imbalance and the magnitude df it, and,when we see

rate- o. inflation, we

duced bu gets. As we try

'realize that we're 'goin to have-to

-,\

e that we are headed for a period of re---\

(,)to slotv the groWth of inf

'fy thp_doll

at.ion, we all

rs we.spend

more and more. Thus, there is a real emphasis on ing to addI
programs ihat are cost-effettive. With enrollment leveling off,

there is more competition for students between in titutions,. and
\

Competition among the' public and the private sector strictly for

economic'reasons.' So there has been dtemptation,to offer courses

, ft.

to the students so that you can directly state tothat will appeal

the students:

because

bl'e to get a job that will

ou graduate."

.

"Come -to ou

,
.

instit ion,'take this )course of study

14.
, ,

it will increase y r earni power or.you're going to be
7r.

ately need this kind of work when

This particularly appeals to,the typical Orrified student who's

coming %ack to very often trying to increase earning power.

So Ile get-a move for more-specialization; and a move toward narrower

i9
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fools in our education. -

talk about"dause
0

and that is some
.

some the detaile

14

think sometimes that all these issues we,

to los sight of -die biggest questions'of all,

I would like tg address before w et into

issues. When we talk about how we be cost.

of ective-, what will be the distribution. and relationship between
P

the public and the pTivate sedior7ancl we, talk about,..the kinds of
6(-/

*grams that can be offered least expensively and

back to skills, we talk abdut how we do_it. It '`

to me that we lose sightt,of what it is

That's got to be the firstsquatiOrQm

\greatest need, what is the central pu bs r bur higher

interrelate

)

,.,,seems

ing.

edu.- '

stem in this'country?,-Whatsdo*.inost need from

.1111?...111

oun

institutions of hi her educationlas a soc400Y at S point in ,

zr'
time? I thinkwe h ve become too c rhed7s0Melipes,ahout the

. ,

4
Iistribution;of funds, about the way in 4h1ch we

A
A /

we forget to think about what it is we should be

o something,

oing cin the first,

place. .By focusing on a formula, ,d%by focusing on the cost effective'
qt.

one, we alrldb often dvor k the first'and undeliyingq estion. I'

hear speakers. ''this all the time
HIP

I attended a conferende not too long ago, at the Southern

Growth Policy Bdard meeting,i,* which a speaker talked. about the

regional problems of this country and spoke of two cities, Lowell;

Mass. and Abilene, Texas. Hetold-the)tale.about Lowell, which 'had

an:unemployment rate of about,eght6en percent and losing pOpuiation,

and Abilene which wa

unemployment rate. H

.0/

AS-

growing and-has a three and onehalf.percent

ked aboutla shrinking tax, base in°Lowell,

20
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and he Cal e t the fatt that in Lowell, thirty-eight pey,eatkof

15

0

the Pebple were receiving public assistancr; Whereas_il2LAbileile only

-.eight percent were Hi really painted .a pictu5e of city that was

thriving and growing-and:devoping as compared with one that was dq
.

.

caying,..phrinking, and getting into deeper and'deeper trouble. At-

the d of. his remarks, he brought this alrto a focal Point o

a,

attent he said that the really ci ticb-Nproblem facing this

nation

fundin

was f eral fundink. How do we revise the federal

ake sure that federal funds go to Lowel ,ere

y are need not make their way to Abilene, where they are
.

not needed. I couldn'nlhello but think to myself thgt surely we've

missed the whole point of the quesidfi which is, "Why is Abilene

growing and thriving while Lowell is declining? How do we deal

with the causes of what is going on, not' how do we'treat the

symptoms?" And so it shopld* that we begin to'think about the

.

primary issues that face 'higher education today.

We must think first of all, what is it that we should be do)ng?

What is it that society moSt demands from us today? I would say if
9 1

I wer4 to look around end frOm my expeiience over the Past four

rears in the governortSloffice, that ifthere is anything that con:

erns +,4t.s'to what is happening in our country more than ything

else, it's what I would describe as a collapse of the rit of

community in our soci4y. You see it very clean-1y, for example,

when you go through the budget making process. We have become

o'anized into groups to try and get our shareof the pie and to
.

make s e that ye get it. Our whole society has become organized

2-1
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into groups of people around their interests, where they happen to

live geog aphically, what-their profession or occupation-happens to

be, and wh rtheir social or economic status or level may be, We

see this so clearly in municipal government, where the policemen

ou'anize and strike to, see if they can perhaps get theiri4hre and

because the policemen organize, the firemen organize, and try to

-get the share. Because.they do so, others do so, on and on and

on. We see it all across the untry, are I think orie reason why

Iour economy is $o out of cont is because everybody .sits back
.

and says "L ok; si ce others are gettin their are, We're de-.

manding s." Their is no willingne by the community to it

down rd resort, to some self-discipline or restraint Liadto

sacrifice.

There is no feeling of mutual concern or understanding. We

are becoming Balkanized in this country into geographical regions

On all too many. issues: I often wonder when I sit in the Governor't

office and attend various meetings as .1 hear" 1 the various.groups

and organizations. I often wonder if we could get together in an

old fashioned New England town meeting again. What would it be

like, and how would it compare in quality with the original kind of

town meetings that were first'held when everyone sat down Ad tried

to deterMine what. would be best for all of us, and say, "I see your

point of view, and here is my interest. I'll compromise my interest )

and try to be fair to you." Who would get upfin the town meeting

if 1\4ihad one today and speak for the entire community? .We are

4

. absolutely paralyzed in this nation today with regard lcmaking
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iocisions because weidon't have that kind pf experience that

perspective -, that ability in our experience to seerthe ther

person's poilt of. vieW.

We have hada collapse of decision-making. Rio wonder we

ave an urgent crisis in his country, for example, we're going

to have to double-the number of power plants to maintain full

employment in the next nine years. It takes on the averveabout

fourteen years to .g 'a permit to build a power plant in this

of any t ariety. How in the world can we solve '

the problems? Even ildi g our roads today in this country oen

create some political p ems for the governor. It takes on

the average about eighty- r months from the time the decision

is made to bui4d the road un it the funds are finally released.

Look what that does for the Governor. It's just terrible. It

is serious problem to rebuild this community anAwbering us to-
.

gether again as a country.

I happen to believe that At the heart of our political system

is a great inconsistency. We beliein truly inconsistent

philosophies without ever realizing it. If we Were to take a

poll and to cask; "Do you believe that"the majority can rule, that

decisions can be made in society by whichever side of the polfcy

'questions gets the most votes?", think most of us in this room

would say "yes." belieVe in that principle. Brit on the other

hand, if we were to say, "Should even the majority'have the right

to violate certain inalienable rights, Such, as the freedom of

speech, the freedom cif expression, the freedom of worship?", we

I
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would, hear people say "Nb, there are certain

that cari,,not be''Itiolated by anybody." 'T'hen
' 4

ina)ienable rights

you.getlk4no the

question of who decides and should majority rule. Well; if you
)

let the majority decide when indivi rights,are violated,

then we would have noPit:oection at times, and so we believe in

6 °two inrconsistent philosophies at the same time. Inalienable and

indthdual,rights'and majorit/ rule; which can certainly come

into conflict. How have we been'able to harmonize them all these

years?

The Supreme Court has been one of tilb institutions that has

tried:to harmonize them, bpt basically we havjbeen,able to keep

both of these principles together. Why? It's been beeausg there

has been a certain fairness tat _has usually orevailed with most

people. We have
4
usually had a fair and restrained community-

minded majority that has been broad enough in perspective to see

the right and needspf other individuals even if they were

different, and even if they didn't happen to agree with them.

That's what we are in danger losing. If we lose that basic

sense of consensus and fai ess of community, or whatever you

want to callit, then I think we're going to lose what we've

built in this country. It's a great temptation fOraus inedu-

cation to react more to the economic presSures, to react only to

the needs of specialization as the)top priority. I think we're

on ,our way to becoming that way. How ironic it would be if we

'were to become the most federalized people in the world, and lose

all we have becauseOke didn't have an understanding of ourown
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interests, culture, and humanity?

What ythe great need facing our educational system today?

What should we Iti'doing above all else? I believe very deeply

and.very sincerely that we must be broadly educating our students

as (ihe first and primy calling of higher education, so that. we

produce graduates with .perspective and not with tunnel von.
So that we pr ce gfaduates who can stkak for the community, and

can,speak from erspective and not just from a point of view of

narrow specialization. so, I expect to start from that point

which hasn't changed from t e beginning of our educational sytem

but-that'still must be our primary mission. The development of

the private sectorvmust be maintained and;why we mast not allow it

to be squeezed out is because historically those institutions have

maintained a broad curriculum provision., They haVe also maintained

the freedom that we have enjoyed in the public sector by ensuring
.

'academic freedom and the freedom of discussion for every graduate

in the private sector. They have been free to expeiimelit and we

must ainta-iftt5;rkind of innovation,:that kind of breadth, within

our w, le-system of higher education. \
V

Thus, we must decide what we should do and how we'can best do

it with limited resources. We've got to keep in mind that preser-

vation of the private sectoi\ is extremely important for the total

/
system, d that the classroom professor at the state institution

should be just as /vitally concerned about the preservation of the

private ector as should be the professor at thBlprivate institution.

Hbw can we best do the job? By maintaining a broad perspective for
I.

4
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. ,A5ur students, by maintaining a healthy attitude toward' oarcurric-.,. r , : /4 .-.,, -.,' -- .- , /(,, 1. '8
ulum and hoiv can we most effectively do it? How can we :do it leaSt

. ,

..' Jexpensively? Andiwhadr.are the p blems we haVe had? Ahat'AS.-it we

,

> need to decide -to .be' What e' the issues and details which

4
we are dealing with?

First of all, we cannot duplicate graduate progralms as we.!ve

. said over and over again. It is samply too ex>ensive i\hope that
' .

all our institutions c uld maintain their broad base bf cuyficulum

for an outlook, Sp we produce students who have theyun/ damentals

of a broad eral arts education and not sell out to the Market
,

..and what he students themselfes demand. Becai6e iPthey perfected
i

such a curriculum there would be no need fey an institution in the

first fi'itice. Once we have done4tfiat, howdo we. best and most

,effectively do the rest Of it? We pXvide full- ranging programs
---3 -

-and advanced programs,, technical Programs, and graduate programs,

but we must first of all avoid duplication. It means not dupli-f-
,

eating in one public institution 'the graduate programs of another, .

but it also means we must not shave the public and the private_

sectors duplicating each o In Oklahoma, we've fried to do

this Itith our state system of higher education, the equivalent of

your:State Board of Regents, which receives money in lump

distributes it to the

creation of the stat

sum and

ate institutions. The initiative for the

oard in Oklahoma, by the way, came as much

frarythe-Private institOtions as from the public. The :chairman

of,:the t8t planning*ard, the first board that was set up to

plan for effective higher education, was a president of One of

26
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the priV4e institutions in Oklahoma. The private J.nstitutions

are 'numerous, and although they are not directly goVerned as

to Curriculum, or internal affairs,ey are full-member in-

stitutions 6f the state higher education system in Oklahoma, and

I think this should be true all over the country. Planning for

higher educational programs is one coordinated effort with the

public and private sectors participating. For example, if the

state institutions are to avprove the creation of a new law

school, a new medical school, or a major thrust in the creation

of a major college of either a public or private university, it

must be approved through the process of the state regional board

of higher education, even for he private sector. Now, why would

the private sector agree?

Number one, for economic reasons. They are very cohEerned

about other private institutions of lesser quality coming on the

scene to take away students and compete with them or public

institutions, so that'the money is spread even thinner. Actually

what you end up with instead of seven or eight or ten viable, high'
it.

caliber, quality private institutions, you have twenty watered-
.

degvn programs or end up with twenty units that are not able to

survive economically. Thus, Plgnning is the "certificate of need"

in these prograMs. Now you can't run out and build a hospital

or a nursing have anymore in the medical field because you have

to' study the impactcin the cost 1 beds, or unoccupied beds, or

the cost of the whole field. And what are you going to do if

that's the certificate of need? In'essence that's the way we
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look at the whole educational system in Oklahoma. Basically, it

is not a means to intrude in the innovations of the private sector

but simply is more a means of protecting the private sector, So

you must have your plans. You must avoid duplications. There

is no excuse for a state institution to begin to offer in the

same community a graduate pogram that's already offered by a

private institution on a basis of excellence, so that in essence

it puts the private institution out of business. Obviously, it

would be foolIsh for the private sector to duplicate what the

c

public sector is already doing.

I would hope that we could still build areas of excellence
,

re
.

on a very selective basis, each institution looking.to the faculty,

and its unique resources. Certainly, there are graduate programs

that are stronger at some institutions than at others., This has

to do with faculty recruitment, the attitude of the institution

towardi growth, and we build on. those. We ghould build areas

of excellence in graduate programs, and plan together with the

public and private sectors to avoid duplication, and enter into

some contractual relationships for shared services. If you're

in the same area, let students from the public institution take

certain kinds oT programs at the private and vice versa as we

have done in Oklahoma.

There are institutions both public and private that have

interchangeable credit hours. They can move back and forth to

a certain extent'in the taking of courses. In addition, we have

ten private institutions that participate with the public in-
.,

28
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stitutions in sharing tlIchnology and also basic capital outlay.

We have a top-ranked teleVision system in all our major in-

stitutions in the state. This is a shared cost between both

sectors which participate in it. The state builds,a relay tower

d the trasmitter there is a loint expenditure in terms of the

,

studio, and-in maintenance of the syster and so on. There are

other examples of shared laboratory and shared library facilities

between the private and public institutions in the state. I

think that it is very, very important that we begin to sharesome

of these costly features, and, by the way, there is a tremendous

amount of. sharing betWeen the private institutions themselves.

I used to teach at a Baptist related institution in Oklahoma,

Oklahoma Baptist University, down the street from St. Gregory

College which is a Catholic institution. We kept it very quiet,

but for example, in the interrelated curriculum, other than sharing

the library and other facilities, the Baptists would be teaching

Greek to the Catholics and the Catholics would be teaching Latin

to the Baptists.- So, we have agood deal of this going. on in our

state, probably most efficiently, and it is a healthy and good

thing. Sometimes this goes into sharing facilities. Other examples

include compUter services and technical service programs. We have

a student aid program that has begun to help the students. I

think this is more preferable than direct-aid to private institutions
Yla

because the private institutions would be spurred into too many

categoridal grant programs. However, through the state program



which aids the individual student, he can use the funds to go to

either a public or a private institution that is recognized and is

a member of the state system of higher education.. Generally, the

following isues are ones which

vitality of the private sector.

We've got to stop adding new programs. al the time in both
J.

the public and the private sectors. One of the things that is

threatening i hat funds are taken up by the programs that the

be addreSsed to preserve the

t

institutibns want to start. What we are going to have to. recognize

4

. is that if we are going to have new programs with the'Same amoUnt

of dollars, and have inflationos we did the years before, that

the new programs must begood ones and some we don't need must

)5e terminated. . These are hard and tough choices, very tough

.choices.. :It really makes them angry when I get an agenda of
%71z, .

all the new programs, land I ask for the otter papers with all the

old 111-60ak we want to discontinue, so vie don't jUst water down

what we already have. We ought to make these tough choices and

be honest with ourselves when we start new programs. And 4ust

remember this: it is a lot easier to develop new programs than

it is to discontinue the old programs. Because you already have

all those faculty' members, all the people who ant to maintain

the status quo and keep comfortable. And so we have to move with
6t4r.

extreme caution. I'm not saying we should never create new programs;

of course, we've got to adapt to the times. We can't be like the

lady who avoids daylight savings time because it wasn't designed

that way in the first place, and it would cause her garden to burn

3o
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.

.

up with that extraIL-hoOr ofi sunlight! We've, got' to adapt but remain

very -cautious.
1'3

We have got .to relate to the needs of society. We're turning

, .

out too many, teachers, fodexample, and most states agree that- we'--
74w.' ''',

,.-' can't absOrbthem, and is-C.lially. galls me that to go into pie-law
.1 ,

i-

or into pre-med and in other preprofessica onal programs, you must

have a good gradepoint average and pass a thorough Interview.

HOwever, only half of these capabilities' are ,required to go into

education. To teach our children,;we don't)want just anyone to

be admitted, and if they have the easiest courses of all, we're

going to have to up standards. When they,ask why, we all know
.

why, because what will we do with all of those faculty members

the school .of education.. We've got the innovations4And one of the

things we might consider doing that would help teachers out in the

'field, and the faculty members too, would be instead of sitting

back in the office, to have more contact with the classrooms they

train people to go into. Why not really give the college of edu-
k.

cation and faculty there the chance to develop in-service education

in the schools right across the state?' What a wonderful inter-
.

change for both! So there, are ways of dealing with the problems,

of introducing what already is existing; without saying we are

going to train twice as many'teachers as we need. There are ways

thatto utilize the talents of the faculty, in a way thatrill help every-

body, including themselves.

We've also got to get away from the brick and mortar syndrome,

.

and this has to do with shared facilities between the public and
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privat institutions. We can't go around building these great

monuments like we've been doing in the past. Educators, highway

builders, architects, engineers and others, all_wanted a $300

million state bond issue in Oklahoma and we had.to put someting

into it for every communityin the state in Order to get votes

over here and.votes overthere. This happens on a statewide

basis.to get the necessary votes for passage. In this case,

with a $300 million bond issue, they forgot we had $80 million

oiLgrowth'rev6ue, in other words, ive had about $80 million new

do/Lys for all purposes in that budget for the next year. We've

.got to take away,$10 million from that $80 million to serve the

.bond issue if it passes.. We're down to $70 million. It takes

about twentyrpercent of the cost of a capital structure to maintain

it. So, twenty percent roughly, per year is used to maintain the

capital structure. 1 If we build it,.therlet's use it. Well,'

twenty percent of the $300 million (60 million), and we're already

down to 70 million, then there is only.. about $10 million left to

pay additional costs in state government. Well, we've got to re-

orient ourselves and sea how 'it would be to have.selection in these

areas in which we have decided to build our Oograms of excellence.

)4'

We've got to maintain the strict goal of training others for 1

the future phase out el old programs. )Ne've got to be prepared

. .

for chanA and be prepared for new ro es. Heaven forbid the

faculty members who would have to do that, or have to change jobs,

or have to face a new occupation temporarily., The program would,

have to be phased out or what if ninety percent of the faculty had
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- ,tenure and new programs were needed. We have to fade sag e of .

these tough issues. ,This, if we want to have the funds to operate

at all, too perform all these roles, we have to be able to' work

together effectively, public and private sectors together, and it

,

is good from the point of view of . society and it is practical

°
Jr '

politics. You've got to become mor effective translators of
0

knowledge to the public and to the d tision makers. Our institutions

,.
t A

need to ug Iltemselves into the political process of where decisions

aare being de so that the'knowledge which is aVailabl.e from our

greatest institutions is used by the policy makers to make decisions.

My first year in the legislature, twelve years ago in Oklahoma,

I can remember I was working on the environmental policy committee..

We were trying to decide Nhether or not'to ban phosphates from to

detergents sold in Oklahoma. I-received answers daily from all sorts

of people. But I remember hearing from others as well, and nobody

.knewwhat a phosphate was, and they didn't know how to decide on the

issue. Now we weremaking a decision. One would say, "Well, what

does your wife do? Does Duz really make it brighter?" That was

the level of our expertise. People all across the state were,call-

ipg the universities. They may or may not be industry oriented or

environmentally oriented, but it would help us approach the problem

from a more objective point of view. One thing we've built is an

area of resources. Now we've got to build a directory of resources

among all the public and lirivate institutions Of those people and

those faculties, that have expertise in certain areas to do research

for'public policy making. We must put that directly in the hands

is

r
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a

ofour public policy makers, and'our legislators: The that it

ti

was used, a rubbing of shoulders took place between the,public

policy makers and the academics. It is b better for the appro-

priations process of higher education, and for our privatej.n-

stitutions.as well. ..I know when.I was trying to get the tuition

\lpgrant program, that would include both public and private higher

education, there were faCulty members who began to serve as staff

members in order to lean about a particular problem. They talked

about institutions and the state ofilthe individual campuses. All

sorts of relationships were formed, which translated intp additional

dollars at the time. It simply works because it was 'practical

politics. Just think how much better the qualitliof the decisions

will be. We can decide about.phosphates withoutworrying whether

the detergent is better or brighter if wy have information to go

on.

4

And so we heed translators. There are all sorts of areas

which we have discussed concerning the maki of policies in higher

education. We must work together because ere are some pitfalls

'hich the public and piivate sector must both avoid if we're going

to be able to fulfill our primary mission. Again, F end where I

started,..we must not let utility, in the narrow sense of the t
4

set the curriculum. Arltotle said, when he was asked about he

difference between being educated and uneducated, "the dif erence

Was the same as being alive and being dead." We must not set a

411 curriculum which will leave them intellectually dead and unaware

. of themselves and their own humanity.- One of the Most.important

3 ;
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seasons why the_public and private sectors must work together, and

why the private sector must be preserved, can,be expressed thrbugh

Rousseau's statement about the right of the majority to rile.

When he talked,about the general will to prevail, he spoke the

difficulty in maintaining thegeneral will. 'In fact, he believed

it could be done on the basis of a small city-state, where people,

coul4 more or%4Fss get to know each other personally, firsthand.

Let us never forget how difficult that task is, and how fragile

the-fabric of our soci ty is. It must be guarded art be pro-

tected. The only way th keep it is to make sure that the spiTit
1.1

.of community is preserved and maintained, and the challenge all

of us have together is this. When we think bout theotown meeting
,0

a
being reconvened, and wh n the question is asked,,"Who will get

up and speak for this community about economics or whatever,"

who wil\get up and sp ak for the entire community? *Who has the _

sense of,pe spective, the sense of values that will lead him or

her to speal4 to the entire community? Let us hope that we .can

maintairra 'ystem of higher edu /ation, public and private, so

that together we can say that our graduates are prepared, equipped,

and ready to speak for the community. ,

Thank you( very much.

J
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"State Policies andProgramMatic Implementation"

by

Richard . Jansen
Senior Staf Associate

Western Interstate Qmmis ion for Higher.Education

I

States have been active in developing policies with respect

to the nonpublic sector of postsecondary education,since about 1960.

Those policies should not be perceived as static. .The'social,

demographic, economic, and political environment in which they

.have been developed is anything but static. Thus, this conference,

Which seeks,to reconsider the relationships of the public and

nonpublic sectors, is particularly appropriate. It presumes new

conditions and-the nee to re-appraise policies in light of those

conditions.

a Your conference theme dudes consideration of all nonpublic

higher education. Used this way nonpublic includes all institutions

of higher education that are not primarily funded by government

appropriations or controlled by public `appointed boards. The

nonpublic sector embraces both private-independent and "proprietary"

-profit making institutions. I'll try to use the two terms.in

dependent or proprietary in situations that refer specifically to

one or the other, and use nonpublic where both are concerned.

State Interest and Nonpublic Higher Education

All states but onetupport independent institutions or

31
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students attending them. This is ample evidence of state interest

in the nonpublic sector. In some states, such support takes several

e
forms. The bedrOck of state policy must be a clear understanding

of the state goals for postsecondary education, and the contributio

that nonpublic institutions--independent and proprietaryMake

S191) towards the achievement of those goals. Higher education policies .

are needed that consider the appropriate roles of public, independent,

,7**"and proprietary institutions.

.

The two key questions that should guide the development of such

Policies, as they affect nonpublic higher education are:

-.What are the general policy objectives for postsecondary

education within the state?

What is the role of nonpublic colleges and universities, and

how do they contribute to the accomplishmtnt of those objectives?

From that perspective there are really no policies toward tie non-

public sector, but only state pAlcies that affect the nonpublic

sector. The well being or the survival of individual institutions,

or even an entire segment of institutions, is not the primary focus

of policy development, but only th11 secondary result of policies

primarily intended to achieve the established goals for postsecondary

education- -the provision ofdducational 'opportunity of high quality;

assuring equity, diversity; and efficiency.

Assessing the contributiens'made,by the nonpublic sector to the

achievement of those goals requires intimate knowledge of the size,

nature, role, complexity, and health of the nonpublic sector, as

well as recognition that its contribution changes over time. For ,

37
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,

example, in times of rapid.enrollment growth the nonpublic sector

may make a contribution to public goals of absorbing additiona

students with minimal state support, a contribution that may be--

less significant in times of declining enrollment. ith the fore-,

going points in mind, I'd like to talk about three set of olicy

issues: planning issues, financing issues hand: accountability.

StateNj.de Planning and Coordination, and the. Involvement of the

Nonpublic Sector

The independent sector, and to some extent, the pro-,

prietar sector, have been effective in securing benefidial,

policies through legislative process. Increasing competition

in higher education for students and resources, and increasing;

demands for accountability from the public and from political
A r
leaders, will surely mean increases in the bureaucratic structures

1

responsible for planning, coordinating,and regulating of post

secondary education. This means that the nonpubliC'sector will

need to develop, the same capacity for working with-sUch

as for working with legislatures and,governors.

tructures

This demands; of course, on the character, respon ty, and

authority the,state structure, but it also depends upon the way

in which the nonpublic sectors are organized. Let me make several-

points about that organization:

1. Associations representing
.

nonpublicinstitutions (such

as ICUF and FAPS) must be willing to invest organization

and energy in developing relationships wi8h state

c

a
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structures.

2. Statewide agencies and'institutional associations must

recognize the importance of both formal and informal

working relationships.

3. Care should be taken to provide appropriate represen-
$

tation (through membership, observers, or staff liaison)

in the work of'coordination and planning, Whether that

takes place at the level of the board, its committees,

or its staff.

4. This means that the nonpublic sectors must be well

organized not only to provide such representation,-but

also to.provide the extensive data collection and

position articulation that supports it.

Jay Chronister of the University of Virginia has recently sur-

'veyed state postsecondary agenciessand associations of independent

institutions about their planning relationships. The survey

returns emphasize the importance of the quality of those relation-

ships. This places responsibility on both state agencies and

associations to work seriously to develop positive and productive

relationships.

In Maryland, where state policies provide effective suport

\ to the independent institutions, there is an extensive network of

vlationships between the State Ard for Higher Education and'the

Independent College and University Association-7thrOtigh formal

.membership on the "segmental advisory Committee" to the Board, as re

well as committees and task forces at'every level of policy develop-

.44444'
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ment and decision making. These formal and informal arrangements

appear to have engendered cordial working relationships between

the State Board and the Association. I am convinced that, in the

-future, such relationships will be an indispensibl!$ prerequisite

(
to effectiveness at the legislative level. I emphasize these

piannin lation7ships also because I believe that many of the

central issues of the next few years for the nonpubldt-sectors

will be essen ially planning issues. Let me illustrate this

(
point by,ment oning four of these issues:

First, to what extent should the nonpublic sector be involved

in th/statewide review of new and existing programs? This is a

complex issue, involving the purpose of such reviews, the-pature

of existing arrangements for program review, the authority of the

agency that carries out the review, and the,extent to which the

nonpublic sector enjoys the support of the.state. If it is the

case that program review seeks to insure-the'qual44of the state's

resources for higher education,, and the efficient with which they

are utilized, then you should consider the involvement of non-
,

public sector in that activity. If the nonpublic sector is seen

as contributing to the achievement of state goals for postsecondary

education, thell you should.recognize the resources of the non-

public when considering program development in the public sector.

By the same reasoning, it seems logical to consider the resources

of the public sector when deVeloping programs in nonpublic in-

stitut

I gnize that the fiscal relationship between state govern-

40
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ment and nonpublic institutions--the extent to which state appro-

priations support these institutions or their students -is an/

important factor in deisions about the role of the nonpubjic

sector fn program review.

A second issue is, how can resources be shared among publi4c

. )

and independent sectors? Several states (including Connecticut,

Pennsylvania, and-Virginia, as well as Florida) provide for con

tfacs between the state and independent institutions to develop,

services that meet public needs by utilizing the facilities of

nonpubly. institutions.

In spite of those arrangements, genuine resource sharing

between public agencies or institutions and nonpublic institutions

can hardly be called extensive. Irstate policies facilitate
411.-

such practice, both legislation and administrative action should

promote it. The agency responsible for developing and admini-

stering these contractual arrangements can bring this about by

imaginatively seeking opportunities for efficient use of state

resources through means of sucli-contracts,

Issue three, ho'( will the independent sector N. involved in

policies relating to the provision of learning opportunities for

Its? Because of the decline in the size of traditional college-
/

aged population, increased attention has been placed on "non-
-

traditional" clientele and "nontraditional" modes of delivery of

instructional services. If the pattern of subsidies for these

activities in public institutions .is, changed:then that will

affect the way in which the resources of nonpublic institutions

la
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S

are used to render these services. Few new policies have been

developed that effectively settle ihe questions of financing,

allocation of functidh, allocation of "territory," and control

of quality, in the provision of learning opportunities for adults.

The development of such policies needs.to involve the nonpublic

sector and take its resources into consideration.

IssUe four, how should policieS relating to role and scope

of institutions .ccomodate.the nonpublic sector? Historically,

most of this type o anning--master planning--has concerned

public institutions. If state po icy considers a "system" of

postsecondary'opportunity, some of which is provided by nonpublic

institutions--then the incorporation of the independent sector

in role and scope planning should follow. This is not a bland

and inconsequential exercise. Role and scope planning will

grapple with some of the toughest issues of the steady state,
fit

because, if done correctly, it will involve serious institutional

redefinition of mission. Obviously, the link between such planning

and institutional response will be stronger and more direct in the

public sector than the nonpublic. But the policy iecoMMendations

made by resolute and imaginative posIsecondary planning agencies

,--to-nonpublic institutions, and the induceTents provided to follow
4

those recommendations, may be,one of the most effective future

devices to improve resource utilization in the total "system" of

postsecondary education. *Of course, by far the most important

planning "issue" is the question of whether, how and to what

extent the state provides financial support for the nonpublic
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What is the Appropriate Role of the State in the Financing of

Nonpublic Institution?

States employ several-methods to support nonpublic institutions

or the students attending them. The most current surveys by ECS

and the National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Pro-
.

grams indicate that every state with an independent sector operates,

at least, a student aid program for students attending independent

institutions. (In 22 states, not including Florida, -these grants

can be used to attend proprietary institutions.) Nine states

have programs, of general purpose direct institutional aid to

independent institutions and in three more states institutional

aid follows frncial aid recipients. Other proarrm--caf institutional

aid -are categorical: for mediCal education, programs for disadvan=

taged students, contracts for specifit services, and the support of

specific institutions.

There is extensive support for need-based student aid'as the

primary vehicle for state support of independent higher education.

The ECS Task Force on State Policy and Independent Higher Education

recommended that "states give first consideration to the develop-

ment of need-based student grant programs, funded at levels adequate

to provide students with real choice among institutions." Breneman

and Finn; in their study for the Brookings Institution, also em-

phasized adequate student aid grants through the coordination of .

state and federal programs, with the latter encouraging "increased

4
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outlays devoted to student aid. . .(S)tudent choice among colleges

will have been enhanced. The higher education marketplace will

have become a moteireliable guide to resource allocation, and those

private colleges that compete successfully for students will have

received pUblic aid in a manner that minimizes the threat to

their autonomy" (p. 432).

Passage of the Federal Middle Income,Student Assistance Act

is an appropriate occasion for state re-appraisal of student aid

policies. Since mi4Ile incamestudenti can now be helped by

BEOG, it can be regarded as providing subsistence for a signifi-

cant portion df students. State progranis can be directed et

variable tuition costs

student with "typical"

rc-

. A maximum BEOG will provide an eligible,

room and board expenses at a Florida
N

college or university. The $1,200 maximum Student Assistance

Grant (1977-78) will then cover about half 5f the tuition ai the

typical independent institution, or about one third of that at a

higher-priced independent institution. Family contribution,

institutional aid, and SEOG, loans and other self help (including

work-study) can make up the balance. State decision makers need

to determine what portion of the cost of tuition in the nonpublic

sector-the need-based student aid program should cover. Thus,

the new federal legislation should help state level decision makers
%

determine appropriate levels for state student aid programs,

because the expanded BEOG provides a more effective foundation for

.comprehensive student aid "packages "; and liberalized SEOG, CWS,

and GSL provide greater confidence that other aid, coupled with

\
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family support and self help, can complete a paCkage whose founda-
r

tion is'BEOG and state student aid.

State policy makers may wish to consider the possibility that

the increase in federal appropriations for student aid, and the

liberalization of their eligibility rules., may make it possible

for the federal-state-ingtitutional.partnership to assure, for the

first time, that every eligible student has adequate financial

,aid to attend the institution public or nonpublic that best

meets his-or her needs.

Consideration of the procedwe's required to iChieve.this

would involve:

Calculation of the implications of new federal student aid

levels, given the income characteristics of Florida students,

and the educational charges of its institutions.
N_

Determination of the unmet need that'will remain after

federal aid is awarded.

4

Consideration of the extent to which the state(program

should meet that unmet need, and the fiscal impact of doing

so:

This means that the central policy questions are: What should

the maximum award level be, and, if all "needy" students cannot be

aided, how should awards be rationed? Presently, Florida's average

awards are relatively high ($1063) and they, appear to go to thoie

students with the largest need. If award levels were raised to

about the average tuition at nonpublic institutions ($2,200 to

$2,400) and if the number of students who could be aided were in-
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'creased, then you would,be: 0'

.1. Making more efficient use of the foundation provided

by federal student aid programs.

2. Providing an improved higher education "market" by

reducing the distanqk between public and nonpublic

tuitions for many students.

3. Encouraging more efficient use,of the resources of the

nonpublic sector; and,
ik

4. -Assuring maximum choice, among institutions, for students

on all income levels.

k `The MAXIMum award level is a critical state policy decision;

states should consider pegging their level to some p6rtion of

tuition costs in independent institutions. By doing so, the state

is making a decision about the value of student choice.

,There are several other issues that involve development of

effective polities of support to the nonpublic institutions, or

to students attending them.

The first of these issues, is, how shoujd need be determined?

Most states follow CSS or ACT guidelines in determining nee1.

Inadequate attention has been given to the fact that it is these

7

schedules--because of the heavy expectations they make with respect

to contributions from middle class families--that are largely

responsible for the so-called middle income squeeze. DhVid Breneman

writing, in the Ober issue of Change magazine, said.that "these

financial need formulas, rathfr than being 'scientific' and beyond

criticism are fraught with necessarily, arbitraTy and debatable



judgments.'' It is hardly necessary to abandon the concept of need-
.

based. aid in order. to provide relief to middle income families

with children in college. It would simply be necessary to adjust

need analysis schednles to require smaller family contributions.

in. the-middle and upper middle income ranges and possible to allow

awards slightly in excess of. total .demonstrated need. Such pro-

NL

grams wouleSe. as effective as tax credits and much more efficient,

since there would he no additional cost to the state at lower and

higher income levels; I recognize, however; that because state

programs are tied U the national system, and interrelate with

need determination'in he, federal programs, this cannot be a

unilateral policy Bete ation.

. If Student Assistance Grants are aimed at widening student

choice, the eligibility of students attending proprietary in-

stitutions,to,feCeive theSelgrants should be considered. Because

of the'difficulties that beset .federal programs where institutional

eligibility inclUdes:proprietary institutions, and such policy ,L°N

should be developed with emphasis upon assuring the quality and

responsibility of eligible institutions. The Florida Association

of Private Schools would undoubtedly wish to assist in developing

such rules.

Should non-need based student aid (sometimes called tuition

poffsets) be available to aid inddpendent higher education? Several

:states have now enacted programs of student aid that provide)grants

tp students attending independent institutions irrespective of

family means. Questions that should be asked before stitch a policy
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is adopted include;,

1. What state objectives aremet by such a program?

2. Would these grants have the effect of changing the dis-
,

tribution of students between public aid nonpublic

institutions, and among low and high cost institutions?

How high would subsidies need to be in order to have

these effects?

3. Would tuition offsets ermit independent institutions

to concentrate their r cruitment efforts on students

from more' affluent families, and would this be consistent

with state policies with respect to access?

4. Would these grants be'perceived as a way of indirectly

providing cost of education,subsidies to independent

institutions, of a sort provided to public institutions,

and if that is so, would it be preferable to provide such

subsidies directly to institutions?

S. And most importantly, if such subsidies are intended to

improve Student choice, and students are aided who would

',-

have attended-their institution in any case, is'the cost

producing important benefits to the state?

Direct Support to Independent Institutions

Seven states provide direct, general purpose support to indepen-

dent institutions. Five-more states use contracts as a vehicle for

general institutional support, or for support related to enrollment

of low income' students. A number of other states provide categorical

;
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institutional grants. Such programs demonst t thet ivportance to

the state or the survival and quality4of th independent sector.

These programs may_also signify an emphasis upon centralized

higher ducation planning instead of what I would call a "fair"

market approach. Institutional aid programs must be carefully

based Upon an understanding of the way in which the independent
,

sector tributes to the achievement of state purposes for

4
higher ducati4t, upon an intimate understanding of the nature

of the independent sector, and-upon its general and fiscal well

being.

A couple of concluding words about programs of support.

The; composition of an aid program should be'based squarely upon

a Oiar, understanding of state goals with respect to postsecondary

education, and the role nonpublic institutions play in achieving

P
th4. Because these two elements differ from state to state,

r.

there'is clearly no prescijption that could guide state policy

makers in developing an adequ e mix of programs.

Having said this, I also ant to emphasize the primacy of

need based student aid. Stud t aid enhances opportunity by

widening student choice. Adequately financed student aid programs,

with high enough award ceilings are clearly effective--for

exaMple, in California, New York, and Illinois, both in providing

access to nonpublic instituti;ZTartsstu4ents.from lower and

middle incohe families, and, as a consequence, contributing to

institutional health.

John Folger calculated that if you raised your award ceiling

49
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to $1,800, and if this resulted in about twenty-five percent of

your independent se4Xor students receiving $1,500 awards, the cost,

over and above the Student Assistance Grant do/(ars,now going to'

independent institutions (this assumes the new awards would be

limited to tuition costs) might be about eighteen nplion.dollars.

I believe this Would represent about 'four percent of your

total expenditures for higher education.

It would purchase:
\

1." Fairer competition between public and independent
,

institutions.

The chance forCmore students to choose the institution

that best suits their needs and interests

3. Efficient use of the 'resources of the independent

sector at a cost, on the part of the /state, that is

quite small in proportion to its total higher education

expenditures.

/

/Accountability

The recognition of the public function served by the nonpublic

sector of higher education,as well as increasing governmental

support, inevitably means, that nonpublic institutions will in-

creasingly be accountable to state agencies, for their performance

and for their use of tax funds.

4

Earl Cheit said recently that "it cannot be assumed that dual

standards of accountability will survive indefinitely wi public

funds to the private sector."

51)
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The policy questions involved are:

V

1. Who will monitor the accountability of the independent

sector? ECS recommends, quite appropriately, that the

resp sibilities be vested in the state agency for

posts condary education.

2. Shou accountability to the state be broader than

Accountability for responsible use of state funds?

arguzentof public functions made by the independent

institutions themselves may also carry the conclusion

that the institutions need to,be accountable, in a

general way at least, for ah*their resources used in

serving the public interest. This suggests the

possibility of independent sector involvement in pro-'

. .

gram pview and other procedures for assessing respon-

sible and responsive service.
0.

There is little unanimity with respect to the meaning of ___

accountability for the nonpublic sector. But it is likely that

working out that meaning, in a way that is appropriate and

se sitiVe to the interests both of the state and of the institutions,

will be a challenging area of policy development in coming years.

Con usion

Th- ecade is sure to be turbulent and difficult for

higher education. Few significant issues will be resolved withoul.

contention.. It will be hard to keep the public interest foremost,

as institutions and sectors struggle for position and resources.
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it .the contribution the nonpublic sector to, the state goals. for

4t1 poostsecondary,ealc on are ,Auch that decisi
rl

remust consider

both the interestdnd voice of the indepen ent and prdprietT

institutions ai state pol,icy 4s developetfl with respect to the

foregoing.4sues. 411cise sectors must be adequately organiied

and prepared to engag-in the development of state policies in a

cooperative and constructive' spirit, a spirit_uthich, widely enough

shared, wil ?I ameliorate s2T4 di/negative possibilities in the

future environment of postsecondary education.

That cooperative spirit, however, will of itself not be enough.

I is also necessary--eritiCally important--that the policies and

((IT'

in the context of a plan or. a comprehensive approach.' Such a plan

should consider the public educational needs and objectives, and

how the resources -of both public and independent institutions--can

be most effectively and efficiently utilized to meet these'needs

and-aChieve these objectives.

Thank you.

(j



.SECTION II

Case .Study:., Pennsylvania

by

Edward McGuire
Chancellor

Massachusetts Boardof Higher Education

Let me talk very briefly about Pennsylvania. I am very

delighted to be at this particular conference because It is

one subject that I have had a great deal of concern about.

I have found that in most of Pennsylvania and Nhssachusetts

that there exists a raging debate about how publit money will

unfold into private institutions.

In Pennsylvania we have one formula and in Massachusetts

we have another. I think it would be a mistake if you do not

realize that such a policy arises out of a political climate.
A

Out of this climate. the profound educational question as

to the value, if you will, of public dollars going into priVate

'instiAtion0s. I haire always agreed with those wh- argue that

some typ7 of formula is in the best interest of higher education

in general.

The quelion as I see it, is really whether or not we are

going to continue to perpetuate the myth of private or independent

institutions.of higher education just because that'myth is worth

perpetuating. It means that there is an argum7nt as to whether

51 Jr .
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or not there really are independent institutions other than those

110 , . \
that *strictly propp4etary. For example, depending upon who,., .

;
you talk to, in Masohchusetts we are-told that 50% to 75% of MIT's

c
budget comes from public money, an enormou' impact of dollars.

One gets the same type of report from Harvard, in that about fifty

t

percent, comes from public dollars. 0

. .

So we really need to raise the question at some time in theme

near 'future, whetlie v,, not they are independent. But if they are

,
not, then is it in' o1 best interest to pretend that they are? My

answer'to that Ilas always been an emphatic yes! This yes has come

'..914t (if a,various number of different directions. The most important

direCtion ;0Ing the old competitivA enterprise of public and private

higher,education. Having one sector of higher education that can do,

things differently, take a different path, and a different approach

to education, is indeed a very valuable tool to have.

I found that when I was dealing with private institutions of

higher education their approach to education wouluke on a completely

different nuance in many respects, than that in, ublic higher edu-,

cation. This I applaud. I find public higher education interested

and concerned with things in which private higher education is not

interested nor concerned with, and that I applaud. But the problem

is, how do we girei oth of these sections together for the best

interest of general higher education in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or the state of Florida, a very difficult prob4m.

Pennsylvania has attempted to do this and to bring them to-

gether in Itariods ways. The first, and probably the most important
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',way that Pennsylvania has attemped, is to do it as direct aid to

the student The philosophy in Pennsylvania that has been expressed

in conferences an by many of the professional organizations con-

cerned about the su ival of private institutions, is that we ought

to put money in the hands of die student, tbe.consumer. Let the

consumer take that money lid shop around where he or she sees fit

and go to the institution that fits his or her basic needs, goals,

and objectives. Out of this will come the survival of the fittest.

Kind of the old 1800, if you will, Andrew Carnegie approach to

rugged individualism and capitalism.

To this end, Pennsylvania has set Olio what is called the

Pennsylvania Highir Education Assistance Corporation. That cor-

poration will probably pump about $72 $75 million a year into

the student market as direct grants. About $68 million comes

from the State Treasury. The rest is made up of Federal dollars
Ps

and earnings. -In'addition, Pennsylvania has developed an In-

stitutional Assistance Grant (LA(),program. This year Institutional

Assistance Grant funding of Pennsylvania reached $12.6 million:

This is based on a formula. Policy which directs this program i$

based upon every time a student takes some money from the Common-

wealth of Pennsyvl a, and enters a private institution with that

money, that there is a direct cost that -.private institution has to

bear to educate the Pennsyvlania student. What the Legislature

did was provide that for every student who desired to enter a

pilivate institution with Pennsyvlania grant money, they would give

that institution $460 or there abouts to cover the direct costs
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the administrative and teaching part - of educating that young
't*

person. The point of it is really very simple. Pennsylvania

simply takes the money-made available by_the Legislature, and

this year they indicated 12.6 million, and divide it by the

numbers of studentg'wha have received grants from private

institutions. They then divide out the available money, up

to $400 per student, This year, for the first time, each
A

imstitution will receive $400 per student. In.previous years,

they fell short, but they never fell under $300. This is the

'first year that they will reach the maximum as quoted by the

legiglature ($400 per student).

PeLlsylvania has. also started to move back intodireet-

aid-to private institutions. There are thirteenO*ilate.An-
..,

.stitur ions in-the Commonwealth which have received Are&

1
dollars from-the State Treasury. There are four private

medical schools that in its wisdom the Legislature way back

when, now about fifteen years ago, decided that they needed to`

help to support the State's private medical schools pay off an

accrued financial liability. Subsequently, on a formula per

student basis, the State issued some money to each of the private

medical schools. The most expensi:i.e as I recall being Thomas Jefferson

University which received about $6 million.

There were also nine other private institutions that received

direct State aid. (Private means that they are not state-controlled.
o

The Board of Trustees is not controlled by public appointees) The

nine institutions run the gamutfrom the University of 'Pennsylvania
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which received about $13 Million of.State aid last year, right

down to the Philadelphia College of Textile and Science which

received $250,000 last year.

Now to confuse and compound the problem in Pennsylvania,

we have three institutions that, except during budget times,

say they are private. They are Temple University, The Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh and.Pennsylvania State University.

For fifty-one weeks out of the year they are private insti-

tutions. For one week out of the year they are public

institutions. This Was recordea'di ectly from the state,

and the state knows that they, are p lic but they do not

bother them.

Thus in Pennsylvania we have basically afour pointer'

system. First, we have a state-nwned system which receives

fraM the treasury virtually all of its money. These are

the fourteen state colleges which were one time teacher

colleges and are now trying tdrgrow up and be something ele.

Second, we have the state-related, which are Pennsylvania State,

--emple and Pittsburgh. Most of what they receive comes from

the state. As I recall t ast figure for those three insti-

tutions was something like 350 million. Third, there is the

community college system which receives one-third from tuition,

and one-third.from a local sponsor. Finally, we have our thirteen

which are private institutions, called state-aided because they get

several million dollars from the state. Well, that gives you a



rough summary of what is beindaccomplished.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is not nearly so sophisicated
I

in support'of its private institutions. We simply have an aid pro-
,.

gram. We have $13 million of direct aid to students based on need,

and the law says that seventy-five percent of that state aid must

go to students who attend private institutions. So we have twenty

fivefive percentof that $13 million that can be spent on students who

attend public institutions. The other seventy -five percent has to

be spent on the studentirwho attend private institutions. 'Mere

is.one small postscript to that which I always have to bring before

4
leducators. Massachusetts is`"{ four states that allows money.

to be migrated out. Students couli take.fheir money --arldgive it

to a private institution in Florida if they so chose without .

penalty. Perhaps other states should be aware of this; and perhaps

411' it will change some of their bad habits. Mr. Chairman, that summarizes
r--

Pennsylvania and7Massachusetts. I will be glad at the end of the

period of time to answer any questions.



Case Study: Illinois

by

Joseph Boyd
Executive Director.

Illinois State Scholarship Commission
J

There are a variety of responses that can be made: from a

student need-based aid; direct aid; tuition equalization; Apod

direct grants. I guess my role this morning would be to relate

my responses to the activities found in my own state of Illinois,

"'and as I see it on the national scene.

I5ithis current academic year on a nation -wide basi, thew

is no qiieXion that more states have elected the need-based

student grant approach than any other alternative. All states

and territories in this current year have helped 1.25 million

students to receive funds divided in small amounts of states

dollars. The grant total for the nation has reached $829 million.

Built in most of the programs, if not all, is the characteristic

of not letting the state award exceed the cost of tuition. Florida

added tiis concept to their program last year.

/ I trust you may know exactly where the State'of Florida

stands in the picture today, /and I want to share with you then

some comments about my own state. Florida was one of the earlier

southern states to get involved in need-based student aid pro-

Your program is evolvingCIT of the greatest frustrations

57
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you must have is that you see so ch potential, you hear these

mallarge figures from other places; d wonder hoii you might magically

overnight be where you want to be. Possibly with conferees like.

this One you will be able *take decisions as to where you are

;ere you want to be.w

t, if you are interested, Florida ranks twenty - .third in the

male based, on

16th,- apla in :terns

prOgiAm cir, you
. . ,

country in terms of the number of awards whi

need. In terms oftotal dollars, Flori

N
of the dollars in Your need -based studeh

vz-

19;6 poiJuiatith'i;you -r -ed 28th: I calculate that approxiMa

-$1.10 per eachFlo'riaa,residerit or. 6itizeti is put your n
. , .
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The need-based student aid program opens college doors to

both the full and half-time students. It represents a response

to all citizens regardless of where they stand in their academic

accomWshments. It means that at least some level of post-

secondary education is available to help students fulfill their

future. The program, at least-A we see things, isvery re-

sponsive to those who want more higher education.

It may or may not shock you to realize now that sixty percent

of all my applications are from women. Forty -two percent of all

my applications argofrom minority groups. Twenty percent are from

individuals over twenty-five years of'age.

I think as master planners' if you affirm a dual system which

will include all the things found today in postsecondary education,

you have to think through how you will go from where you are now

and where you want to be. First, you have to be very sensitive,

and think this state has been, as I understand how you calculated

Jour grants, to coordinate with Federal financial aid. If you have

read the papers, you know we have made a most dramatic break-through

in terms of what Congress has said and the President has signed in

terms of the role of the basic grant program. Never in .your history,
4

will you have sI a base to build from as this. /What was, at one

time a rather modest attempt by the Federal government to provide

aid to low incolhe students now appears as an attempt to, in my.

analysis, reach maybe as4 much as ninety percent or more of all the

families that are reaching out for postsecondary education, with

some level of basic educational opportunity grant or assistance.

I

(

4
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So the time is right for any state, such as yours, that may have
1114.

.,_

not Yet funded, itself at the level to have .tike impacts you want,

to use these new federal powers, analyze their impact by sector

and by indiviL-a-Damilies, and build on that base totaccornplish

the purposes that you most want to add to your program. In many

cases, such as in my state, having gradually accomplished over

time many of the goals, itylpy shock you that I must tell you,
s

that our needs for state funding will be less next year because

of the increase in limits of the federal basic grant. So we will

adjust to accomplish additional purp6ses that remain after the

federal dollars are in place. -,

,) It is ve important to separate the various ways to dealt

IL
with issues as he affect reasonable chois.p or access. Maximum

award, let me start with this. There is no question that it has

to be finely turned, because ifis very sensitive in terms of

the cost students hear. Some kind of formuia needs be worked

\r*44.,
out based on the accessibility of loans did understood by all

concerned parties.lellinois' maximum award has grown over time

from about $600 in the beginning, to. a current $1650. I am

convinced states can have too low as well as too high a maximum

in relationship to what they want to accomplis . As you decide

ymaximum, I am convinced Alat you have to be ve concerned about
a

the inflationary possibilities. More cost to students than is

actually needed could develop. In Illinois we simply ylecided by

formula that our maximum should be sixty-five percent of the

tuition that students pay at priVates We have recently dealt

62?
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. .

mriAn;a
.

agure which is ninety percent of the difference

between what students are paying at private two and four year

institutions verses the tuition paid at public senior institutions.

Now, one of the measures in which we delight is that we have
s

stabilized the enrollments between the public and all the private

school's in our state. We think this is one way tohave a policy

which forces institutions to equally share the situations of

I
enrollment growth or enrollment decline. This has convinced us

that at least this goal has been obtained.

You have a major decision in this State, obviously, because

you have invited them to your conference: what are the best

actions to take with proprietary institutions? There.is a

1

growing movement in the country, and in a number of tates,

to provide assistance to students attending,such institutions.

Some states have gone the route of simply designating a special

type of award--calling it either vocational, technical or

specialized grants. Others have simply added them to the eligible

list of institutions for need-based aid programs. Some of these
.04116-

cannot be done instantly for budgetary or'other reasons.

You will get in Florida an increase in the number of half-time

students. You have to.deal with that as a real issue. Of the

90,000 state-aided students found in Illinois, over 10,000 of them

attend half-time., -This past year alone in our state, where overa6

we had about three precent less students, we had eighteen percent

increase in the number of half-time students. More students seek

41/
"combination of job-and school as the path they want to take.
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They are trying to best decide what it is that they want to obtain

in either the income or the career that relates to their education.

So, half-time students, not only today, but as I see it, in the

future will become more of a reality in every state as students

elect the kind of experience they want.

There is no question, in my observation, that if you want to

create reasonable choice and to operate in a maximum way bei for

the student and the institution, you will try to figure out both

administr4ively and otherwise, how the announcement to the student

can reach them at dates and times which will truly permit them to

make that choice. I realize that maybe because of the size of

the program, or the cost of funds available to the employer, that

you postpone your announcements until June, July or August. I

can only assure you that as' you do this, "r' amount of students

that might have wanted t attend state, institutions commit them-

selves to schools in other states. If you' wish td(make access

equally important to reasonable choice, you will have your funds

early and thus the ability, to have longer periods of application.

In a state. like Illinois, My.applications go out in September or c
.

October of the4all before the school year starts, and I am s ill

processing applications a year from'the.February that follows he

halflway point of the academic. year. This happened because by public

policy our masttr planners say that the student who is still deciding

as late as August or September for the first term should be able to

apply.
I-

I have presented all of these things realizing that it will take
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funds and 'it will take time. However, it gives you a panoramg)of

all the kilps of decisions you will make fiber time. You should try

to balance how these public funds can best be used. You have

already talked about the need to think about need both in absolute

and relative terms. Obviously, I feel that elative needs serve

to reinforce, very signi4cantly, the purpos of reasonable choice.

Absolute needs tend to work the other way with low:income families

receiving help.. But again, study the impa of the title and.

schedule under basic grants and you will sae that the number of

those families who earn $26,000 or less who previously received

nothing from basic grants has significantl increased. The country,

as you know, has added over a billion dollars in that program, and

I would think that at least four percent of that amount is going

to come FloridaqSwav that was not there last year.

Your program planners wanted me to talk about accountability

and what's ahead in terms of the state investment and what role

they should play in terms of the institutions who are participants.

Obviously, 'I think you have to have the funds and.the expectancy

to perform audits by institutions in terms of eligibility of funds.

Audits that may go so far as to determine whether pr not the

packaging of the aid is within the guidelines the state has estab-

lished. Nothing will hurt the field of student financial aid/more

than if a few schoo eci at they will Niy" students with

federal or state dollars'and wi;i s . '.ly play the game a little

different than others. The state has to very concerned that a

student's legitimate need is being met, and not overmet.
74'
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I think too, you must work out and have in order a variety of

understandings in terms of refund policies that are implemented by

state authorities and represent a protection for the student and

the way the school operates. It must show that, a fair amount was

claimed for the amount of service rendered. Related to that, al-

"though we all employ in this room a certain amount of creativity

in the offering of collegiate credit, let me alert you that any

creativity that begins to bring credit to students for graduation

and that has little institutional costs beyond one or two clerks

simply writing something on a transcript, does not deserve the

support of the taxpayers. I think that in our de o look

creatively at what shouldobe given credit, we have to be a
,

(i

ata great amount of state money will go out when little teaching

sources or material resources were needed to delivir that credit.

I think too, you need to be very sensitive to let each school

wort( out and then put on/public record what represents academi

progress.
t

MirT\ChairMan, I will be glad later to take questions but

I am glad to share these overviews. Be concerned that freedom of

choice means-freedom to attend public as.well as private institutions.
oar

And be concerned that every decision you make will not be .in perfect

balance to give a priority to reasonable choice or access. Whatever

you decide, try to balance both of those goals over time.

Thank you.
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Case Study: California

by
A

Mbrgan Odell
Executive Director

California Ass9ciation of Independent Colleges
/and

A harmonious relationship between the independent and state

supported sectors of higher education exists in many states.

In'few states is this relationship as unharmonious as it is in

--Florida.

A. major factor i the development of higher education in

California has been the competition and cooperation between the

two sectors.

The rivalry between Berkeley and Stanford assisted both

institutions to move to the highest 'levels of academic quality.

When new campuses of the University of California were added,
,(

the highly academic program was maintained. This allowed 'room

for the State University and the community colleges to achieve

excellence in their educational missions. And, of course, the

quality of the state supported institu ions, available to students

at low or no tuition, means that indepen nt colleges mustbe

good in order to survive and succeed.

Cooperation between the two/tectors exists in many forms in

California. It is very important at the political level, where

.

65'
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,,

the state universities and independent institutions frequently

-%

join forces to support or oppose legislation. Last year, action
*

I

by independent segment representatives was instrumental in

eliminating bddget language that would have put serious re-

strictions on the University o lifornia in several areas

of administration. Inapende iversity presidents have

publicly criticized as inadequate budget recommendations for

state universities made by California'slltwd most recent

governors. David Saxon, the president of the University of
0

California would oppose any legislation that threatened to

control the educational operations of independent colleges.

And he has consistently given support to bills whose purpose

is to strengthen the state student assistance programs,

financial aid that goes to students in all segments but in

much ger amounts to students at indepent institutions.

David S and other leaders of state-supported universities

see that a strong independent sector is essential to.the quality

And freedom of all of higher education. I believe that by

working together gle two sectors can obtain more funds for

higher education than they can by fighting each other or by

pursuing only their own direct interests. The pie isn't o/0

ffced size".14 Each has its bwn group of trustees, alumni, and

friends to render assistance. It doesn't make any sense to

fight publicly. Resolve differences behind cloSed doors. Then

go to the governor and legislature with a package both sectors

can support. Then bring on the constituents.

6'
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What steps,might be taken to promote harmony between the

independent and state,supported sectors in Florida? Here are

some suggestions:

1) Less talk about segmental interests, more talk about

student interests. The recent expansion Of the federai student

;il

assis ance programs makes it possible for a state like Florida

to proNe full access for Florida college students- -that is,
_

. a..

v
to make it economically possible for students to attend any

institution ih the state they are qualified to attend. With

the expansion of the Federal BEOG program and the distribution

of institutions throughout the state, Florida is moving closer

to the oal of full access. I suspect that only a fairly

modest strengthening of state grants, to supplement federal

student assistance, is needed to achieve that goal for virtually

all Florida students.

2) Stop talking about "saving the private sector" because

to some persons that may sound like every last independent

institution should survive, no matter how poor a job it is

doing in educating students. I believe the public interest

is best served, not by a policy that assuis the survival of

poor institutions, nor.by one that allow good colleges to

be lost, but by one that permits the po to fail and the

good to succeed. In most states, state student assistance

programs can serve as the major instrument' for implementing

such a policy.

3) Send to the junk yard t'he myth that any state funds

6 9
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that go to students in independent institutions come out of the

hides of state supported universities. On the contrary, the

state subsidies in the form of grants that students accept

to attend independent institutions are substantially smaller
0

than the, state subsidies these students would receive if they

enrolled.irtstate universities. This is because a large

percentage of the cost of educating a student in an independent

college is met by funds

in a state university is

private sources while a student
444

ported mainly by tax dollars.

1f you believe'in tile fixed pie theory this means that state

universities are better off by having independent colleges

maintain their share of enrollment. Why? Because if state

institutions had to accomodate a.substantial s11 ft of students

from independent institutions while the state provJed no

additional funds for. higher education, state universities
N

Would receive fewer state tax dollars for each student. If you

believe ii the flexible pie then the existence of a healthy

independent ector benefitS state universities as above and

also by ansion of the pie that the combined efforts

or the tw.J, ors may help bring about.'

4) A secon myth of diSpelds the idea that a college must

have a low tuition chargn order to provide accelss. It is

difficilit to understand how any person with evd casual know-

( ledge f college enrollment patterns could make such an assertion.

First of all, removing the tuition barrier isn't enough for

the lowest' income students:, They usually need student aid

".,
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funds to help cover-room an6 board,charges as well. 'Secondly,

° the large numbers of low income students in high tuition

independent institutions around the country show that tuition

doesn't impede access for such students. To illustrate the
4

leoint, parental income of entering freshmen at the.University

of.Southern California, with tuition of over $4000 a year,

averages several thousand dollars less than parental income

of freshmen students entering UCLA, with tuition of around

$600. Student assistance programs are, of course, the answer.

5) Re-examiniPthe goals of higher education in Florida in

k_

light of new conditions and circumstances. For'example, how

might state student assistance programs be changed to realize

more fully the goal of access for all qualified students?

Efficient use of taxpayer funds is moving up the scale of

higher educational goals. What policies might permit the state

to make greater use of the resources-of the independent sector

and-thussget more mileage but of tax dollars?

Quality of education certainly is another goal. How do in-

dependent institutions enhance quality? What new state policies

might allow/them-to make a greater contribution?

An extensive study f independent colleges and universities

was completed by th California PostsecondarylCommission earlier
)

this year.

Among its findings and recommendations were the following:

A. The existence of a healthy independent sector is
necessary for the achievement of several important
State goalsn California postsecondary education.
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These goals are:

*to provide students the greatest4ossible
opportunity to attend a postsec6ndary institution
which most closely meets their perceived edu-
cational goals;

*to encourage and maintain independent governance
of a major segment of,Calif ia postsecondary
education;

I

*to encourage diversity and constructive competition
between the independent-and public sectors, thereby
providing a stimulus for innovation and positive
change in all of postsecondary education;

*to encourage the most effective utilization of
9 the State's postsecondary resources:

*to promote and maintain a diverse range'of
postsecondary alternatives for students in
California;

*to provide, to a reasonable degree, firiancial
assistance to individuals with demonstrated
.financial need who desire to enroll in an
independent college and university;

*to promoteiaccess to postsecondary education
for all persons in California regardless of
income', race, ethnicity, age, sex, physical
disabilities, or geographies; and

*to promote high-quality learning environments
,'for students in postSecondary education.

B. Existing State policy to provide assistance to qualified
students with financial need who desire to enroll in an
independent institution should be continued, and should
be coordinated with changes in federal student-assistance
programs. These programs are desirable and should be
maintained in a way that will (1) give students the
opportunity to attend the postsecondary institution,
which most closely meets their educationalipeeds (2) gi4e
independent institutions a reasonable and Mir oppor-
tunity to compete with public institutions in there-
cruitment and education of students, and (3) encourage
constructive competition between public and independent
institutions to promote high-quality and diversified
educational opportunities.

7 )
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6) Harmony between the sectors also uialt2e__4promoted if

there is appropriate participation of independent.institutions °

in state level decision-making that affects all of higher

education or independent higher education alone. Is, there

a proper balance between sectors in the makeup of the FlorANw..

Postsecondary/Education Commission? Does the independent

sector have a full opportunity to present ideas and opinion

'n the ,deliberations of the advisory and technical committees

hat assist the commission?

1'
The Statutory Advisory Committee of th0 California

Postsecondary: Education Commission is so named because its

existence is established in legislation: It is made up of

the heads of the three -state supported segmentsUniversity

of California, State University and Colleges, and Commullity

Colleges--plus the Supetendent of Public Instruction and

leaders from the independent and proprietary sectors. These,

t

persons or their designees meet with the Commission director .

in advance of every meeting of the Commission. They review

each agenda item, help plan future work, and are kept up to

date on all important Commission matters. This has worked

very well. The independent sector in California is well in-

formed and_has been involved in everything it wanted to be a

part of. Last year I served as the Chairman of the Statutory

Advisory Committee.

Less conce for uniformity andcontrol and more concern
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for diversit$T, and ifittit al. ,autoncmy

:,g ,
ndepenoaerice of inuependent

.

instituti

of freedom in deasion-making and a high deg ee.of-Self

in matching incomalto expenditures and vigirsa..
.

. .

ese are /

qu lities thaf make independent /nstitutiOnz valuable to society,

including studTts and taxpayers. These institutions function

best when state officials resist their own impulse to pull the

independents more into the system in border to make things neat

and orderly. Perhaps a little more independepce would help

state supported institutions as well.

Your state has a unique opportunity to shape-the develop-

ment of higher education during the coming decldes. Yours is

one of a handful of states where the college age population

may continue to grow. You are more sun belt than anybody.

Your state legislators have urged, indeed insisted, that you

get on with the task. Consider again what harmony between the

sectors could bring. Give it a try.

1,11.11.

A
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"Policy Issues, The Federal Government, and Diversity"

by-

.

John D. Phillips.
President

National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities

SECTION III

Listening to that gracious introduction, I'm =eh, re-

minded of Winston ChurChill'i comment to Harry about
,

Clement Attlee, which was "There's a lot lesser thanthere th

\
meets the eye." To which Truman responded by observing that

Attlee seemed "a nt anAtaCellIllow," and Churchill shot

back: "That's beca e he has so much to be humble about."

One of the,bigges and'most important thingsy have to be

humble about is the opport i Tty to eflec and represent the

f7enormous diversity of ins itliOh:§, such as the members of the

Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida, at the cr s-

rOads of our national political life that weird and Wonderful

world of the knave as well as the brave which we fondly refer

to as "Disneyland onthe Potomac."

'Finding common threads among such diverse institutions as

'Hagler College, Jacksonville iversity, Biscayne College,

University of Miami, and Embry-Riddle University is no mean

task. And finding commonalities among such diverse leaders

75
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as Bill Proctor, Bob Spiro, John F rrell, Henry King Stanford,

and Jack Hunt -- noi.to mention good fl-iend George Russell

is an even meaner task. But recent experience whin both ICUF

and NAICU suggeststhaUindependent higher eduction gradually

is pulling together into one unified voice at both the state

and federal levels -- and conferences such as this one §,uggest

that our voice is beginning to be heard aid listened to by others

who are concernedand2Committed to the welfare of higher edu-

cation -- Ablic sectoroleaders, state agency leaders, private

citizens who serve as trustees and regents, and (most important)

legislators at both the state and federal levels. But more about

that.a Tittle latter.on. My first task is to describe the

federal policy perspective, and that requires a bit of recent

history.

Washington really has become a strange and a ost other-

worldly place -- most vividly and accurately protrayed in October
1

of an election year,'-when every nerve is drawn taut and every bill

faces instant success or extinction in the fr, tic rush to adjourn-

ment. And this year, if it hadnq been a deadly serious

business, with so.much at stake for higher education, it might

almost have been red as comical. -

By early Octotlr, all the speeches and the press releases

had been delivered, and the postured presentations to'the tele-

vision cameras, the radio microphones, and the newspaper ie-

Porters had evaporated. And we were left with strange, almost

eerie scenes, in which the high and theNimighty took off theii
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coats.and their television e up to net tegether in conference

\ymmittees which often ran deep into the night and early morning

"hours, and left their members looking and acting a lot like,

college students who As stayddrup all night; cramming for a final

exam or driving themselves to finish a tern paper.

Sometimes it is comical, sometimes\t is touching, but
/

always it is human. Often times a United States Senator will

stumble on a parliamentary point, or forget whether kmotion

is in order, or even which motion is before tonference

committee displaying the same human failings as'we do in

our student goirernments, our faculty senates, and our bods

of trustees meetings.'

Sometimes emotions run high, and sometimes you could

almost'light a match with the sparks of anger and frustration

in the air. Yet nearly always, somehow, a compromise is reached,

a bargain is struck, and one by one the Senators and Congressmen

come around to the en

`port.

In those critical moments, y

1gn the conference re

ht say that they are

driven back upon themselves, on their basic' intellectual

- faculties, on theirlasic moral and educational heritage, and

. on their fundamental commitment to make the process of repre-

sentative government work, to make our system succeed where so

many others haVe failed. And yoU also might point out that

they didn't just wake up one morning and decide to honor,that

heritage --it had to be learned and understood and accepted
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before it could be honored. They had to learn "to show respect
L

for the democratic heritage, by regard for the rights and opinions

of others, by maintaining a rational community that encourages

self-discipline, and by concern for the dignity of the individual."

That quotation comes not from the Magna Charta, the Declaration,

of Independence, or the Constitution, but r ther from a statement

of aims for a Florida independent college, and I suspect none in

this audience will bsurprised if I suggest that independent

colleges -- ill Florida and throughout America are among the

best places to learn our basic moral and educational heritage as

'a nation indeed, to suggest that they are among the principal-

guardians of that hefitage.

But I guess we all knbw that, or at least have a clear sense

of it, or we wouldn't be gathered together to cope and grope with

the question of state policies to nourish independent higher

education. The problem is to get those who are not here this

morning to kdow what independent colleges are all about, to get

them clearly to recognize, the enormous contributions which these
1 -\\

colleges make to our state and national life, and to get them to

help create an environment of public policies which nourishes

such colleges.' IP
0

Part of our job is being done; for us by the current gener-

ation of.college students, who, with the help of their families.
4

and the benefits of various federa4 and state student aid pro-

grams, are successfully conspiring_, to pay the price of enrolling:

"

at independent colleges, and doing so in sustaining numbers.

)Ic



They have to pay a lot more than they would at .state institutions,
4

but they apparently believe it's worth a lot more.

They are supported'in that belief by a sizable.and growing

school of educational researchers who identify the search for

individual identity, rather than economic survival, as the wave

of the future, and whose research data liwonstrates everydty

more clearly and convincingly that small church-related colleges

provide far and away the best places for students to pursue that .

search Or individual identity.

Unfortunately, however, such research findings don't seem

to commar banner headlines in The Washington Pest, or *even Th

0 Orlando Sentinel. Their interest is dominated Istead by such

4p.

s

matters as inflation, unemployment, interest rates, taxes,

P " AO

government spending, and the decline of the dollar reminding .

everybody every day that we do indeed live in the age of the

economist. This perspective has gotten so far out of control

that John Kenneth Galbraith has jokingly suggested that when

an American of this generation dies and ascends heaver -ward

St. Peter will quickly brush aside such matters as repe tence

and good works and absolujeon, and the one really ortant

question, which is; "What did you do for the'grqss na onal

product?"

Those who are victimized by this gross national perspective

tend .to assess the value of a college education not in terms of

serving individual iTdenti y, but rather in terms of its value to

raise individual earning power in the economic marketplace.

i1
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,Completely ignoring the plain fact that today's college graduates

Just be prepared to adapt themselves to an average of at least

three different career avenues during their working lifetimes

each involving its own specialized knowledge -- these Commentators

'would squeeze the mental and moral life out ofthe-college edu-

cational experiende, and reduce it all down to the simple cost-

benefit issue of whether or not a sddiology major can secure

redeeming social value in the eyes of the economist by securing

employment as a sociologist!

This question -is not, of course, irrelevant. Unemployed

sociologist have just as much trouble meeting their car payments

as unemployed day laborers, and we must be mindfyl ofthe im-
,

perative to. make education relevant.6 employment opportunities,

as Barry College has with its social,:work program, and the Uni-
'^-V -

versity of Miami in a nwpber of fields. Our problem is .to make

certain this does not become the only question asked in assessing

the value of higher education, and the question of a college's

value in sustaining the nation's basic moral and educational

heritage remains consistently relevant to the consideration of

taxpayOr support for higher education. Containing and offsetting

the insistent pressures of economic input/output analysis is'a

continuing battle which must be fought and won over and over again

if we are to succeed in building a public policy_environment which

sustains and nourishes independent colleges and universities.

Another battle which we simply have to win, over and over

again, is the fight to stem the tide of overwhelming government

(

8)
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regulation that threatens to engulf all of higher education and

destroy its basic freedom'and independence from political control\i,==x

Hardly a day passes in Washington, D.C., without the issuance of

some new federal regulation telling us what we must do and how we

Must do it if we are to comply with various federal lawArd

ain'the eligibility of pur students' and our educational

)

Programs to receive federal support. And it's often very hard

to fight these unwarranted intrusions of government into our

colleges without at the same time giving the.appeOhte of

fighting against the proper implementation of federal-social

legi lation. ,
,

)

Here again, it seems to me that we all are suffering from

a potentially tragic narrowness of perspective. In Our zeal to

Set everything righ , and to pass national legislation reaching

into practically every corner of human endeavor, we now have

created something like 450 separate federal laws which affect
AIL

higher educaion in ways large and small, and legions of federal

.workers w 0 are hired and fired, paid and promoted, for the

--.....- k

express ose of bring (sane wouldsay "whipping") hig

educational institutions into 14.ne with those 450 different

federal laws and 61e.various judiaial rulings they have inspired.

But the basic presumption here
f-
-- that people can'. or won't

do what's right unlesigovernmeqt.forces them to do it - 9.rries

wiNn it pot4htially tragic consequences for that basid moral

and educational heritage I mentioned earlier in these remarks,

in the sense that it discourages and undermines\our national

8
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heritage lf-discipline, self-control, of self-regulation.

ntal ideal of self-gaVernment

in our states and in our h.gher*edIrcational institutions..

Nobody can visit this state or attend this conference without

being impressed with the vitality and the responsiveness of Florida's

system of self-governance in higher education. It may take a oUr

page handbook to describe all of the existing relationshil6, and

Indeed, it threatens the

months of familiarization to di§Fqver how the system really works.

But so what? The papers, and speeches, and discussions at this

conference clearly bespeak the emergence o4ig proven and reliable

tradition of self-governance to solve problems in an open

cooperative fashion at the state and Community levels.,

Yet the visitor to a Florida higher educational institution.--

be it public or independent -- happens to be a compliance officer

from USOE, or OCR, or DOL, or IRS, the whole spirit and presumption

of the laws'that he or.she is paid to enforce.might well prompt

that officer to ignore this clear evidenceofhealtby and,responsive

lb,
self-governance, and demand a frightening array of corroborating

facts and figures, data runs and quadruplicate rts:to Satisfy

the detailed regulations he or she is paid to enforce.

The fundamental and growing problem here is one of simply

human trust.. Instead of a government "of the people, by the people,

and for the people," we increasingly find ourselves beset and be-

leaguered by a government whiCh seems distant; aImost'alieriated

,froM the people, and relationships between the'goverament and-the

people which increasingly are characterized by feelings of mistrust,
.

S
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suspicion, or just plain dread., Historian Richard Hofstadter4'once

remarked that,the Founding Fathers had erected "a harmonious system
. - 1---:;------- . .

of mutual frustration" for the legislative, executive, and judicial
...., ,

,

..-

/ branches:Oour federal-government. Today it might be suggested

that the frustration is rampant and the harmony is gone! The pre-

dictahle result otthese feelings is a growing reluctance of citizen P.
.

,

taxpayers ti accept the governor nt and to supportjt.,) Indeed, it

t:could even be'iUggested that e' current evidence 'of a mounting

ir ,taxpayers' revolt is nothing mare or less than the current expression

of a ery 010 and very - important ATerican credo 'No taxation

,

with t representation."
°

The great danger is that, as state governmentstUrn ir

et.

attention to higher education,: azi,d:to accommodations between the

public and independent sectors withifi higher education, they will
. r

*-- ---,repeat the errors of the federal government.and compound rather

than relieve, the problem of government controic

whether still true that there are more employees in the U.S..

Departme erf AgriCulture than there are farmers in America; a d

clitI d ,know the situation here in Florida. But inmany states

0
the uneledlOd bureaucracies -- in cT highertral high educat

% .

.
tadmin

strations in state 6d6cationa3 agencies,-in executive. department

staffs, and even in legislative staffs have -mitsliroomed to the

point t at there seem to be more people- regulating than being
. '

1

regulated, and less and ,less evidence of responsive, representative

-

government actually at4Work and actuallYsolvingproblems. ;'

My own view is:that,: whetberor,not they the

1 0



leaders of the hiiher education

.-1Marked out a,,fair/jc clear trail to the solution

Bile ;.the higher education laws enacted inin

ittees in the Congresikirve

fundamental

tew weeks

_
The. obVious ahth

enactments, 111!',,,-'berk

976, and a

64.?$

dely-heralded policy theme of these

us reorientation of the federal role

in hi 0.1440htoward primary reliance upon student aid pro-

.grs;rit rB.sic Grants growing from a $60- million' program reaching

140,0r
I

tOdeil *When I was mismanaging it only six years agoOto

i's3=16.et Ubtfirogram riaohin 3 million students for the '1979-80
44, v t

scho01:, truly believe that the middle-income student and

bill h'Was,enaCted in-the final hours of the 95th Congress one

day wlArleregarded, in. retrospect, as truly "landmark legislation,"

fiecalOilt fi,allY established the breadth a well as-the depth of

sty nt. coverage to bring financial accessibility tohigher'edu-
t

cation within the realm of possibility even for those middle-income

families who have been moat Zeeply ravaged by inflation' and tams.

In that cection, I'm reminded of the NO? Yorker caftoon showing

a six-me er family gathered around the kitchen table,.listening

- to the ath say: "I've called the family togethekto announce

that, let

, .

because of inflation, I'm going to have to tworof you go."

But if the dream of financial accessibility forall Americans

to all of American higher education, andthe realistic economic

choice of attending an independent college:is to be-realized, pe

federal legislation must be matched by relentless efforts to.expand

State prelikra0S,aSj'OU are doing in. Ahd I° can Only hob-6

C'
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4 'eV'

and pray that an atcommodation an be reached befeen the public

and independent sectors on the issue of need-based vs. tuition-

based student grants before you get too:deeply into the next

legislativ9 session, lest your effort ,to' bald up to a significant

level of state student

"Fl dkida high e education community.-

discussion withiantsbe lost:in a sea of n",

)

But let's not kid ourselves, andtely either too heavily.or
441,

too optimistically on state student aid programs, by theiliselves,

. really to sustain a continuing balance of enrollments between the

=

public and independent sectors in this or any other state. The

truth is.t.ht a good deal more will be required to achifts that

objectiAr7- acrd that leads me 4Ib mention the second major policy
g

theme of recent' Congressional enactments, a theme th4t is not

110 (44

nearly as well-known or as wide y recognized as the student aid

theme.

I refer, Off 6, to the gradual replacement of restricted

categorical programs, and all of their nightmarish standar and

requirements, with capitation grants to higher educational

stitutions based on general service standards.* The notion or

capitation grants for general educational services has been spread-

ing with ,little notice through a number of federal program during

the last few years, including the allied health professions, law,*

enforcement, and a variety of other occwational education areas.
iti

At the same time, .several states have adopted programs :which make-
,*

capitation grants vailable to independent colleges and universities

based on the'nUr& of state residents they waroll in degree cent

ti-
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courses. Such programs adnister, andare relatively sirpie
mi ancourses

they avoid drawing the state:into,the business
of detailed academic

program evaluation by relying loon the existing triad of accreditation,

student id*state licensing and elitibility to participate

programs as the basis for making grants

federal

available to in,capitation.

dependent institutions

myself into theI wouldn't wantto insert work of this con-

ference to, the-extent of suggesting that the idea of capitation.
t .2,.

grants.is
OneAose time has'come pl. Florida

. .

$ but I am somehow_,.,

an executi4
.,,-, ;.

bring me a" coffee, black,

let his desk giving instructions through. the

nipugar, a POPPY -seed roll,

but

showing

reallY'

ercam: ,14iSs_Woodic ...I.;)

and an a

.
,

-..._./.

,

4. -e

'la'

I-

reminded of.another'New Yorker cartoon, this

do think $t

a

whose-time Its come!" Generally speaking, I
t i-

wise. and proper. for states to look beYond the Prevailing and con

. .

ventionaluisdoM'of student
aid strategies, ar:li to lore-ad rtional'

0 '
. .

. fly -...

enrollment

exp

patterns irme isms for stabilizing the,financial and T.;
4t,..

within their higher educational'system were "the sysp 4

pendent sectors, dedicated f9pdamentallY to

public and inde-visualized as a common enterprise embracing both

serve our 13asic moral /

and educational
heritag e as a n4iftl, and not just

;'-
.

annual sets of

prodiictivity curves.',

'ence,
, ." ) ''rf:dilerat eXPOlBased on tile federal erspecawe

`-- tudent aid, 4: ;1the bpsioOpolicy th..,,,
' to be

ropgh splirsded,
.,

--
or .capitation grants; or whatever, should be

(1) service to studentg0
. li'.

,., ,

with funding base on the enrollment of stude is iwa.relativeiy,

wt, ..-

intervention in'
f;ik et ace, (g) judiq
'rt:ee-choice educational,

81§
* ilk ,''



the marketp-
lace

to pfevzo

programs, 04 tcs assure co
or

program nee'' ah
-4(1411p abo

sentative mechanitts ain the to ncY toward goveinmentaltq co

dated
re59°fIses to newall ) s) . ley responsive ,and repte-7

loverkill. I
Isetkincia4 oi WharilaQ% caled the

It
of government Progialits pomelY,

keep --vie, stupid!" But

leaders, let /11'1se\risS ,mat
old beech you t:lte

ducational
*in addressin$ this

It Simple,
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',KISS testi,

you.
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SECTION IV

Summary Notes

by

° *
. Louis Rabineau

41birector, Inserviceeducation Prograni
placation Commission of the States

t

ft I

It is a ple&sure to be part of this important meeting and

.9
to have the Education CommisAftn of the States share in the

importantproceedings with the Florida Postsecondary Education

oMmisSion.

Everyone here sho4ld be commended for his or her part in

being forthright in expressing feelings about an important

topic which has-deep concerns in Florida as in many.oger states.

Even just showing,m1,for the exchange Asja tribute to each of

ozoillikuld you Ate. done more than show up' here.

There are four- parts to4theSe remarks. -"I shall attempt to

(> capture some of the key quriphathat have been raised,

(2),,'suggestsome propositions,,) reyiew alternate vehicles,

.44) make some.final observations. You haVe been ,treated to
'. 0

etcellent background ihfalmation to help answer these quest. ns.

It is obvious this rich meet does not'Ove as Inobject4
4

-
a search for one agenda action, but that it has soukht to

do four things: 0
1. :i4entifYithe issues.

0

2. find out where you are in Florida besides drlando,

-)
91
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3. consider alternate possibilities,

4. assist the poAsecondary educa4pn commiSt.on to,evolve a

,

statement of policy for consideration by the education

department and the legislative and executive branches.

To yecapture,exactiy all significpnt items is difficult but

let's try, even though we can't do true justice to each of the

excellent presentations. U. S. Senator Elect Boren set an ex-

cellent-tone by focusing attenflon on (1) the purpose of edu-
,,

cation, (2) importance of to dgal system of education, and

(3).the importance of harmory'as the private sector takes a vital

in the dual syateloof higher education...

fo

at,,are Some causes óf the froublOesettjpg higher education?

ear that there are six main causes:for-the trouble'be
.

;Amite higher education according to Louis Benezet, I;,irate

would note tiatt... of these cauS,e, relate to problems,ial4blid

higher education as 1,404.
.

1. Rising4cost per student,., especially' in graduate education;

2* Limits in higher

e -cipncy or to

siias in educational technology;

education, public and private, to improve

raise,productivity despite'continued efforts

3. The market limit on tuition rises;

4. Inability of volunta

5. Growilig compet

giving Ati keep by with costs;

ion for'program offerings and facilities

wit public itutions;

41
Nat onal inflation andifts impact on fixed costs Such as

utilities repairs. / 89
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What Are key questions that must be addressed?

1. Why should the state be interested in independent colleges

and universities?

2. a:. How should independent sector be included in statewide

planning?
.

How should state support the private sector?

Through instituPions?
. so

2. ThrougNstudents?

3: Accountability_t

a. The same

.b. Dependent on aMbunt of aid .(see Berdahl)

C , "Limited to prokr

frWhy stat&support?

that are receiating,support.
,

tt
.16

. .
a. Private institut6ns-4re a basic part of the American

tradiqn.'

b.':. They perform a pubic mission. Skti..Silber4* Atlantic

w 444.t Mbnthly would argue that uttlerejs no such:thing as a
B. t.,. .

./
. .

4,

.... priyaticollege or university"

,,-" .1 3' , ''', ! # i'Ak

' ,,,...' They wealth of educatio*al (and cultufal) options
,...n,.,; - . 4. .-, t.- t

Itch the t...,that..ept . t range of resourctl.
4

d. Private.'calege4,. offer f6r.

, .. -

and of public institutions
. .

of all of highevtaucation. '''Oct of the taqs of A
.. ::'-orot o.:.... ;

private institutions is thatteheir governanCet)nde-

pendent, lir private.. Ptivite institutions continTie to

i(< both themselves

ativet to'Vu41i.c control

serve a vital role ilhigheeeducation in this country

. N

t
.
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. . . a check and Vaiance to a sometimes overwhelming

governmental pressure in the governance of public

higher educatiOn" (financing higher'education 1975).

y should the State support private colleges? Some.

legislators would'argue that "Pie reason is simple: if

It saves money for the taxpayers.Alt is cheaper,bY

far for states to provide a margilleof help to inde-

pendent institutioloithan it mould be to take them

offer, or to pay to have the'r studepts educated at

state-owned institutions.' tate'legislators . . .

a
%

can recognize a bargain en they s one." (From

Steven Muller should states suppor t privle 40

4 colleges.) '

Basic Questifns from the Public,College Student. 40

There is another point of view. An wiltagonist to state
igy

support of private higher education -4 would or e, ask

Chancellor-Priest did in the.AGB reports:

1. Need are private colleges and universities in such dire

financial straits that they need state tax money in order

to sulk/ive?

2. Is it approprthte? If such need exists, is it appropriate

for the state to respond.through-appropriation of tax dollars?

3. 'Impact on pliblic le the state does support the privatiO

sector, what kind ofinpact will'this have on. not only the

*
publi c Schools but on rivate institutions as well? caot,

In .regard tothis last point, I Asked. the author of the Bundy



program, who will remain anon

95

how he ever managed to get the

7

then Chancellor of the State University of New York, Samuel Gould,

(now a'Florida resident) to go along with heavy aid to privates.

.

His response was, I am paraphrasing, "so long as the state uniS

versity
D

can still be a horse, the State University of New York'

doesn't resent seing the rabbit fed.",

One last point to allay f ars of publics: virtually alto--
410'-

if nab all States that have eased independent college aid

have also increased public support at thesame;time, One po -

exception, according tI Brenetan, is Vw York State. a

) What Are Some Themes That Seemed To Emerge?

While educators are asked -- andit's a triebte,tiA,the

legislators and agencies that they ask.for,p/commendations, it

Ammila
4* .0s.

shout be remembered2 Aat Timate decisions on the role of

public and private sectors' rests with thb-Legislators and

Governor

1. Why support private sector colleges?

The State, iE it choosqs to do so, Supportsiit not becapse

large numbs of institutions are about tQ go under.- While

State supporof private institutions might *well save some

from goingomder, the purpose from the States viewpoint,

shout not be to save an institUtion for the institution's

'AO but rather for the sake of the State. Not all private

colleges are high-. .lity aa*not all publici.nslitutions

Some privates might deserve .tore Of infe

t..
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to be sustained for the good of society.

Need for State policy

'Florida should const ct a specific policy regarding the

/01(independent caileges and universities. t should consider

State purposes, and the role and-conditionkof the independent

institutions.

3. Monitoring
.

Programs that benefit higher education should be monitored

by the States to provide assessment of the -extent to which
4

objectives of such programs are being accomplished.

4. Plgpping/Participation

. -

StateWe.TIdnning should take into account the independent

sector. The independent sector should par4cipate.as

partners in State planning and coordination.

If independent institutions are to accept-funds there

is a price institutions will have to pay some oflOtheir

autonomy will have to answer to those who .dole out the

AO '

dollar.

What independence opld they protect? (see sec. B

-cibelow) some means of monitoring might include,state

scrutiny of program development,'quantity of iirograms,

and proliferation of campuses.,

5. Regarding autonomy and dependence what is it?
0,-

Oxford/CIEMbrige are among 48 institutions in Great Britian

receiving block ventifrom the National University Grants
N. * .

Committee.

114
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When asked (1966) whatthe Oxbr llegtt considered.

to be the essentiag of inhepienslp?ce, the parap ed reply
14tf:A;(:.!"' '41
64.

b.

40,

The right to admit our own students.

Appctnt. our own faculti

c. Decide our own courses o£. study

(Claremdit Colleges 1966)'

(Query: What about the flexibility or fvedom to move

funds within the institutions budget ?)

6. 'How much control can be expected

,1

Extent of:.aid related to amount and type of'control.

"The extent of st control Vould be proportionate to

the amount and type of State aid rendered: if such aid

is modest and indirect, intervention should be minal.

But if the State grants substantial sums directly to its

private institutions, State controls must inevitably be

:rath elaborate:" (Berdahl 1971)

Some"Possible-VbhltlesFor Administer State Aid

You hea0 some samples from Joe Boyd, Mogan Odell and Ed McGuire.
411

,te

"The method of providing.(such direct) aid to priiate institutions,

omeStateto State, shpuld . +. . . be linkedrto the performance

of Specifically identffied public missions." (From Chancellor of

. the. State University of New York, Ernest Boyer, now U. S, dommissitner

0 o
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Alternatives for Aid

1. Student - ,Centered

Emphasis on fair market

2. Institution tered

a

1

4

Emphasis on development of an efficient network of
0

institutional opportvnities.

Most States haVe a mixture of these two elements.

Need-Bas AiciAlternatives

'40
The task force on State policy and higher education recommends

"that States give first considerationrto deveMbrient: of need-ilaSed

student grant programs, funded at levels adequate to provide

-studentS with real choicellroni institution

el

Alternatives

1'. Direct institutional grants to institutions.

2. Tu4tion equalization grants.

f. Contracts, Florida has dipped its toes in that terWith
.4'

-contracts,involving nursing and social work.

.Cost of education grants to institutions.

Types Of State Aid Program,
A

Need-based and limit payments to-tuition and required' fees

Za

laiof States.

--2. Tuition eqgalization 1/3 ofttateS.

O. N.
3. Direct grants to institutions Alabama, Illinois, .and



, unconstitutional in some States

Illtitime Points _Presented By John Foigerger At A Meetitig In The

State Of Kentucky C

States. have .develled several types of.tudent aid. prbgram.

s.

AboUt half thelLgtatiekhave programs ttiati.:arg.needhased,and
- -

limit paymeti an-tUitiond iAuired fees. If the maximum
7/ .

award.is h (1,500r more) a program like this, ...,

'adequitt 41111 cover a larger pert of the tuition
-

gap betI,F141': leand private institutions. Illinois,

Indian 'And Tennessee are States that have different

Versi f this-apprdach. program i8 thelgest

funded, theyprovide an average !award to recipignts attend-
,

ing private. inttitutibhs of allout 1,300,and their awards

are overall about $475 per FTE in private higher eduCation.

.

Te other half of the States have.a.need baSed program of

.student aid wfii9h provideS:7aid for liVing-expenses s well

as tuition. a

2. *other approach, which is targeted mo directly at the--

tuition.ft.is-tA, tuition equalization ogram.which is

used in abiout aishird of the S.&tes:''. Ov r half-theituition

. 40

equAlizati n program are need has4dr,'.and this proviaes.the
..:...k..0..,

, 4)
. .

.

lowest cast way fora state to target as11 tance on; the

..
tuition.gap, and increaselthg options for-I 'Lresidentlr.

,

Among the SRE;i
ancineighboripeStates0I

1abama. Georgia,
,4.'V

4 IS 1

LOUis*ana,,North and South Trolina, Texas; and Virginia
1 .1: '.

. _/-".- .i. .

have tuition equalization progx4ms, prid Inddana has.a
,

9 6
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it

similar prograM linke to its tuitiongrant program. South

Carolina which provideg,an award that averages almost $400

d.
per privatecoll5gp student, is the best funded. Brief

descriptions of the various programs of aid that assist
,

the private sector can be found in the ECS publication,

Higher Education in the States, 1978, Vol. 7, No. 1.

3. Another approach is providing direct grants to institutions,

rather than to students. As'a policy Opti

States have reActed the direct aid approac . However,

AlabaMa, Illinois, and. Maryland make direct grants to

most southern

private institutions, although Illinois provides most of

its money to the private sector through student aid.

Direct aid is 'unconstitutional in some states, and usually

makes the independent institutions subject to similar

accountability requirements that public institutions must

meet.

I
Some Strawman Questions:

Will the support of private,institutions result in a planned

economy and thereby sacrifice open competition? It has never

been either. )1311as'been a mix and will continue so. One

',might even argue that support of a sector (private) enhances

1

its chance to compete.

2. Should private institutions worry'about being accountable?

Intitutions have always been accountable for funk, (Private

colleges have been accountable to their bOards, and more

V



subtly sometimes, to alumni.)

3. Should one fear state planning in poStsecoalarY education,

der
r/i9

will it stifle diversity? Free market-without, state

2,c

intervention won't always guarantee ow enhance diyersity.

a. In a totally free acadeMic marl*, the temptation

could be for, institutions to imitate each other.'

Much of the diversity as represented'by the develop-
.

.ment of community colleges in Florida:, and the. great

.

publicruniversities-and state ;colleges, came about

not by free market but by State :planning.
r /

7

A Caveat l .

ip ' I

Florida must Put its act together: The401.119and inde--.
-4,

pendent sectors have been given an excellen.-e* pity to
4.,

contribute to state policy.. Yesterdag iliscussion biought out

at least do points

1. If the edUcation'community can't come up with answers,

others will.

2. Public haranguing won't` help for the Jong yul, in-
.

telligent discussion withut'grabbing headlines just

might help.

Florida Structu

If. one thinks,-at times, it's dif cult to get things done

consider the plight of other states that do,no have at the apex

of board structure, the political clout that you,have here. If

you are determined to implement significant changeS', I am con-

98 f
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'

vinced
9

that you have structures that can do e job.

Is seeking a compromise between public and priyate, someting

new?,,If.the prophet's suggestion, "let'us,reason together" is

too old hat, then how. about what Edmund Burke said, "all government,

indeed every humantbenefit and enjoyment, every virtue, and every

trudent act, is founded on compromise and barter." That, I submit,

is,what this conference is about.

No one person can capture all of the nuggets dropped in

Orlando tin this richly packed 24 hour session.. But you can be

confident that you can leave herewith a'r

tcamitment?) to work together.

WHO?

ewed interest (maybe

'All of the groups public and privat -- with a vested in-.

terest in 'postsecondary education:

2. The various State agencies concerned our 1202 Commission

The State Department of Education, The University System,

and Community Colleges.

3. Legislature, Governor and their staffs.

'4.: Other interested parties,

This conference should convince you that in Florida,you can

:a6hieve a meaningful programs making use of youf institutions, to

the benefit of-all'the people.

to
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State Policy and Postsecondary Education:.
The Relationship of the Independent and Public Sectors

Sponsors: Florida Postsecondary, Education Commission
Education Commission of the States

November 30 - December 1, 1978.
Orlando Hyatt House
Orlando; Florida

PURPOSE

The purpose of the conference is to provide a background relating to the
problems and issues involved in formulating state policy with respect to
postsecondary education. The conference will (1) review actions taken
elsewhere in the nation; (2) assess the present and prospective status
of the postsecondary education sector in Florida; (3) consider possible
components to be included in any statement of pdlicy; and (4) assess the
legal and fiscal realities implicit in the adoption of such a statement.
The Postsecondary Education Commission seeks this information in farther-

,

ance of its obligations. to consider formulating recommen ations to the
t , Commissioner of Education concerning the relationships be en the several

groups which function in both the public and independent ectorsje post-
. secondary education.

) PROGRAL

ThursAy, November 30

9:00 1:Q0 p.m.- Registration h

1:00 1:10 p.m I. Presidin and Welcome
The Honoable D. Burke Kibler, IITI

Chairman, RdoridapStsecondary
Education-Commission

--

lor

w ,,,p,

1:10 p.m. -p.:50 p..th.: II. The Issues,i
.

. The Honorable David. L. Boren,
Governer of Oklahotha .

40 '.
f

'14° p.gr. -:2:30 p.m. ' III: Policy as Implemented Thro gk I
, State Programs

o ,1

2:36 p.m. 2:45 p.m

2:45'p..m.,- 4:15 p/Cm.

4

Richard Jonsen, Senior aff
Western Interstate Commission
HigherEducati

IV. .'Coffee Break

V. Postsecondary 'Education in, Florida:
Past, Present, and Future

105 .1



4:15 p.m. 5:30 p.

106

Pfresiding: 'Frederick Sdhultz.,

:former Speaker of the
House

a. The State University ,System:
Roy MtTg-rnaghan, Vice Chancellor,
Academic Programsi,State Uni-
versity Systerf Florida

b. The Community College System:
Lee, Henderson, Director; Divisipn
Of,Community Colleges, Florida
Department of Education

c. The Independent Sector:
William Proctor, President
p.ager College

d, The Proprietary Setior:
Mark Wheeler, President, Florida
Association of Private SChOols
Each presentation -should be/from
10.- 12 minutes, tp be followed
by quesiions groin members of the
panel or from the audience.

VI. The View from the Top: Policy,Poliics
and Finance, -

Presiding: Robert T. Mann, Member
Florida Public. Service

.Conmissionl'
j'anelists:
Senator Phil Lewis, President of the

State
Representative Hyatt Brown, Speaker

of the douse
Carl Blackwell; Department of
Administration

\ The Presiding Officer of each House
of the, Legislature will.nominate,
an additional panel member

6:30 p.m. 7:15 p.m. VII. e pti n
t Florida Association of Private
( 'Schools

7:15 p.m. 9:00 p.m. VIII., Dinner
Presiding: The Honorable Ralph'Turlington,

Commissioner of Education
Dinner Speaker:

The Honorable D. Robert Graham
Governor -Elect of Florida

r

10
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§:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.

Friday, December 1

IX. Informal Round Table Discussion Groups

8:45 a.m. 10:15 a.m. X. Programs in Selected States: Content,
Cost Accountability, Pros and Cons

Presiding: Terrell Sessums, Former

)
I Speaker of the House

MInelists:
Pennsylvania Edward McGuire, Chancellor,
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education
'(former Pennsylvania Commissioner of
Higher Education)

Illinois Joseph D. Boyd, Executive
Director, Illinois State Scholafship
Commission

California Morgan Odell, Ixecutive
Director, Association of 4Independent
Colleges and Universities4

10:15 a.m. 1r30 a.m. XI. Coffee Break

10:30 a.m. lf:00 a.m. XII. Policy ssues, The Federal GovernMent'
iland Div rsity 7

7

John Phillips, President, Nigional
Association of Independenfgeolleges
and Universities

11:00 11:30 a.m. XIII. State Pol and the Future
Roger Nichol , Deputy Commissioner,
Florida Department of Educatica

ll:30h.m. Summlary

Louis Rabineau, Project Director, Inservice
Educational Project, Educatio ommis8ion

of the States

I 0 )
4
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ti
LO DA POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION COMMISSION

MEMBERSHIP GATEObRIES

f

);)

category Name
4

Tele hone Number Term Expires
!

/(PubliC -Dr.. Robert Mautz 904/39 2471. , September 30, 1981
JUniversities Regents Professor

182,Grinter Hall

0

1.

Public
Community
Colleges

(

Public
Ybcational/
Technip'al

Proprie4a4r
Schools

4
University of Florida 4

Gainesville 32611

Dr. Andrew Al Robinson -,

Dean; College of Education'
'University of North Florida
Jacksonville- 32216 4

The HOnorableBetty, Anne Staton
Member, Florida BoJrd of Rege is

Rea ing ,,Drive`

Orlando 32,$04.

at'

$

Dr. Ezekiel W. Bryant
Provost, North Campus'
Florida Junipr College

at JacksonVille
'..Jacksonville- 321218

Dr: Peter Masiko, J
President
Mdami-Dade Community
South Campus
Miami_ 33176

Mrs. He A Leslie
Presider' er

N KR1 SuPp House, Inc.

liege

-,,,10.o. Box 13221

St. Petersburg .33733

Mrs. Delores C. Jones
Itresident,'East Coast College
914 Beachway Road, Suite 2-D
cksonville 32207

Dr.. Sidney L. BesVinick
Associate ProVost of Academic
Administration and Planning

'University of Miami
P.O. Box 8035
Coral Gables 33124

Odependent
.Copeges and,
Univfitsities,

au'

904/646-2666 September 30, 1980

305/422-4196 September 30; 1979-
.

904/757-6251

'30//596-1211

J9
V. .

Sep ember 30 181
1 ) V

Septemb9S 30, 1979

.813/896-2616 September 30, 1979

904/396-1125 September 30, 1961
,N\\904/358-187§

904/366-1014
. V

365/284-3356 September 30, 1980



Florida
,Member
Page.

ostsecondary Educa on COmmiSsion
ip Categories

o.

Category

.

Public
Large

,

Name
. .

The Honorable'Elaine Bloom
'20435 N.E. 20th Court
'North Miami Beach 33131

W. Richard Johnston v
440 First Avenue, :Saa[ite 800
.St. Peters rg, r_.;53733 "

Mr. D..Bur e Kibler, III,
P.O. Boi 1 72
Lakeland 3802

Dr. Ha
Princip
Rockledge High,School
220 -Raider Road t' ^

.Rockledge .5295S

Iyqui

Telephone Number

30U932-5335'

813/822-4021

813/682-1161-

Term Expires

. September 30, 1980\r
September. 30, 1980

7

,September 30,

1 6

4
September 30, .1979)r.

g
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CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

A. Hugh Adams
President
Broward Community College
225 ast Las Olas Boulevard 7
'Forf"Lauderdale, Florida. 33301
305/467-6700 ext. 203

Weston 1-1..Agor

Chairperson
Department 91 Politics
and Pubic Affairs

Univer9ity.of Miami
Box 248047
Coral sables
.301/284-2401

Florida 33124

Rose Allegato
Reporter
Miami Herald
1 Herald Plaza
Miami, Florida 33101'

305/350-2012 ',

Richard C. Alterman
ReSearch Associate
Office of FduCational Planning,

Budgeting and Evaluation
pepartment of Education

10.
'Tallahassee, Florida 3304
904/488-1812 .

Peter H. Armacost
President
Eckerd College'
P.O. Box 12560
5401 4th Street South .

St, Petersbprg, Florida 33733

813/867,1166

Delores Alr A zenne
Special Assi, tant to

the Ch llor -

Board of Reg nts
107 W. Gaines Street
Tallahassee, Flora a
904/488 -0336

4

32304

115

1

Richard D. Batchelder
Vice President for Affiliate Relations
Florida Education Associatibn/United
200 West Pensacola Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/224-1161

Emi lo Bpgue
Chai an of'they.oard
Tamp Technical Institute
1005 E. JaCkson'Street

'4Pqr-Tampa, lorida 33662

813/22 1637

Sidney Besvinick ,

Associate Provost
Univfrsity of Miami
Coral. Gables, Florida 33124
305/284-3356 -

Carl Blackwell
Assistant State Budget Director
Department of. Administration
530 CarltOri Building
Tallahaseei, Florida 32304 .

904/48818-03,

Elaine Bloom .

Member, Florida Postsecondary
. Education Commission
20435 N.E. 20th Court
North Miami Beach, Florida 33179

305/932-3335

Shelley Boone
Deputy Commissioner for

Special Programs .

D6partment of Education
08 Plaza Capitol Building
Tailahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-9513

George Borders
Pr ident** .

Pa Beach Atlantic/College
110 South OkleAirenue
West Palm Beach,,Florida' 33401
305/833-8592

1

40



..1:.

Dauid L. Blflen; ,

rtoverhox
,

StWte,of.

oGonetiahoina
Office o -hp Go
-Oklah ,Cty. 0
405/521 -2342°

,

kym A.-B0,iman

-Administrative Secretary
Betz Business Cutlege
1700 N. Westshore Blvd.
Tampa, Florida 33607
813/876-1336

Joseph D. Boyd
Executive Director
Illinois State.Schdlarship
Commission

102*Wilmot Road
beerfield, Illinois 60015
312/948-8500

James K. Brodie
Adminiitrator
American Medical(Training

Institlitet
10700 Caribbean Blvd.
Miami, Florida 33189
305/253-8028

ate' tea

,

ahoma 73105.-

vrz'

%Oswald P. Bronsbn
President.
-Bethune7.Cookman College
640 Second Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida 32015
904/2-8667

J. Hyatt Brown
Representative, 31st District
P.O. Drawer 1230 -

126 Volusia Avenue
Daytona Beach,Florida 32015
904/252-1973

Ezekiel W. Bryant
Provost, North Campus
Florida Junior College
at Jacksonville, North Campus

4501 Capper Road
Jacksonville, Florida 32218
904/75716251

!"(4.

William 'C.. Bunger
Dea.n of the C411eke .

Lake-Sumter Community College
Leesburg, Florida 32748
904/7V-3747

-44 -
r Beverly Burrlsed:

Member, Florida House'of
Repf4entatives ;"

P,O. Box 1626
Lakeland, Florida "33802
813/687-4666

Than E. Bush
Exec Director
Betz usiness College
1700'N. Westshore Blvd.
Tampa, Florida 33607
815/876-1336

Tony Carvalho
Legislative Analy'st
The Florida Legislature
'Room 220, Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304'
904/488-6204

. Margarita T. Castellon
Cabinet Aide to the State
Treasurer

'State Treasurer's Office
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-6392

1 9

Martha J. Chang
Educational Social' Researcher
Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/487-1630

Richard Do Cheshire
President
University of Tampa
"401 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida 33606
813/253-8861 ext. 345

Joseph Chulak
United Faculty of Florida
200 EastiCollege
Tallahassee, Florida
904/224-82 "20



4

Edward L. sek
Fiscal Analyst
Florida Senate Appropriations
'Committee.

426 Senate Office Building
'Tallahkssee., Florida, 32304
904/488-5636

Janet Clarke
Education Commission of the States
Inservice Education Program
186p Lihcoln Street, Sue 300
Denver, Colorado 80295°

303/861-4917

Lynn B. Clarke
Director of Governmental Relations
University of Miami
P.O. Box '248073
Coral Gables, Forida 33124

305/284-3114

Jules Clavan
Respiratory Therapy

2 Institute, Inc.'
2697 Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, Florida 33137
305/573-0260

Trevor Colbourn
President
Florida Technological University
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, Florida' 32816
305/275-2551

William M. Corley, Jr.
Fiscal Analyst
Senate Appropriations

Committee
426 Senate Office Building \-

Tallahassee, Florida 32304

904/488-5636

William R. Cotton
Chairman, State Community
'College Council

St. Johns River Community College
'5001 St. Johns Avenue .

Palatka, Florida 32077

904/328-1571

117

Ron Cunningham
Woorter
Ca' gsville S
P.O. Drawer A
,Gainesville,
904/377-9697,

I
rida 32601

Timothy H. Czerniec
Vice-President for BusinesS Affairs
Barry College
11300 N.E. 2nd Avenue
Miami, -Florida' 33161
305/758-3392

Debbie Davis
Secretary
Office of Educational Planning,

Budgeting and Evaluation
Department of Wucation
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

904/488-1812

ti

Helen Gordon Davis
Member, Florida House of Representatives
732 Freedom Federal 'Building
Tampa, Florida 33602
813/224-0770,

Robert A. Davis
President ,

Florida Southern College
Lakeland, Florida 33802
813/683/5521

L. Nelson Donnell
Dean Educational Planning
Brevard Community College
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, Florida 32922

,305/632-1111

Pope A. Duncan
'President
Stetson University
Woodland Boulevard
DeLand, Florida 32720

) 904/734-4121ext. 354

Frances Y. Dunham
Chairman, Psychology Department
University of WeSt Florida
Pensacola, Florida 32504
904/476-9500 ext. 468

110



Earl ft, Edwards
,Executive Director
Special Programs
Department of Education
319 W. Madison,Building,
Tallahass'ee, Florida 32304
904/488-9504

Ed Eissey.
President

At
Palm Beach Junior College
4200 Congress Avenue
West Palm Beach, Florida 33401)
305/965-8000

Roger Ellison
Executive Vice-President
Trinity BaptiSt College
426 South Mbuff
Jacksonville, Florida. 32205
904/384-2206

Al Erxleben
4' Coordinator

;Public Information
( Department of Education

Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-0082

David L. Evans
VaPFovost East Campus

lencia Community College
701 North Econlockhatchee Trail

. Orlando, Florida 32807
305/299-5000 ext. 7251

John J. Farrell
President
Biscayne College /

16400 N.W. 32nd Avenue
Miami, Tiorida 33054
305/625 -6000. A

Alan C. Ficket
Special Assistant to the -..
President, Legislative Liaison

Florida Technological University
P.O. Box 25000.
Orlando, Florida 32816
305/275-267r

118

Abraham S.1Fischler
President/7
Nova,UnlOrsity
3301 Co, ge Avenue. -
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
30'57587-6660

M. Trinita Flood,-
President
Birry College
11300 N.E. 2nd Avenue
Miami, Florida 3161
305/758-3392

Susan Fowler
Administrative Assistant
Department of Education /
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/487-1511

C. Wayne Freeberg
Executive Director
State Board of Independent Colleges

and Universities .

Department of Education ,

Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-8695

o Thamas E. Furlong, Jr.
Associate for Program Policy Ana1r'sis
Office of Educational Planning,
Budgeting and Evaluation

Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
488-1812/1619

Carolyn S. Garwood
Associate Dean for Instruction
School of Education and Allied

Professions
University of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida 33124
305/284-3711

Anne Jackaway Gerstein`
Director of Admissions
Bauder Fashion College
100 S.E. 4th Street
Miami, Florida 33131
305/371-1508
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4

c.

'Gerald . Gill
Directo , Florida Region.. -

Troy ate University;,';

P.O. Box 1791.''
Eglin AFB, Florida 32542
904/882-2624 '

Roger /*,

Educationa sociate
-Office of 1.1 ational P1

Budget g and Evaluation
DepartMent of-Education
Tallahassee, Florida 3230/4.

904/488-1812

D: Galdhageli
Director of Special Proj cts
Department,of Education
tallahassee, Florida 3 304

904/488-0085

JaMes F: Gollattscheck
President
Valencia Community College
Box 3028
Orlando, Flpridi 328i)2

305/299-5000

James E. Goode
Education Services fficer
U.S. Air Force/MacD 11 AFB
2805 Shelton Avenu
Tampa, Florida 33 11

813/830-3118

Seth Gordon
.1

Administrative Assistant
Department of Legal Affairs
Capitol Building: '

Tallahassee, Florida' 32304

904/488-2793

Freddie L. Groomes
Assistant to the President
Florida State University
301 Westcott Building,
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

904/644-5283

Marshall Haril.s
Director
Florida Education Council
Department of Education
Tallahasgee, Florida 32304
904/487-1630-

9k
Jerry N. Harvey IA
Chairman, District Board of

Trustees
r Hillsborough Community College
P.O. Box 22127
Tampa, Florida 33622
813/879-7222

John P. Hasty
President
Central Florida Bible College
2565 Nast Kaley Avenus
Orlando, Florida 132806
305/898-59

D 1

Lee G. Hende
Director
Division of Community Colleges
Department of Education
Tallahas"see, Florida 32304

904/488-1721

Siegfried E. Herrmann
Assistant to the President

for Organizational Development
World University Systemwide -
World University Miami
121. Majorca Avenue
Coral Gables, Florida 33134

305/446-6289

Joan A.' Hill
}Coordinator, Academic Programs

State University System
Board of Regents
Department of Education
Tallahasse, Florida 32304

904/488-7702

Fradelle E. Hirsch
Research Associate
Heed University
1720 Harrison-Street, 7th Floor
Hollywood, Florida 33021

305/925-1600

Lit J



Sy Holzman
Lxecutive Assistant to

Secretary of State
Office of the Secretary of State
LoweI'LeVel 10, Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-2263

slRobert E Hudson'
Chairman, 'strict Board

of Trdtfe s '

St. Johns iver Community College
5091 St. Johns Avenue
Palatka, Florida 32077
904/328-1571

Libby P. Huggins
Administrative Assistant
Department of Education
Special Program
319 W. Madison Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 ,
904/488-9504

-11

Richard'Johnston
ber, Florida PocAtsecopdary
ucation Commission

St. Petersburg Junior Colleg
4140 1st Avenue South, Suite 00
,St. Pe ersburg, Florida N701
813/82-P4021

Delores C. Jones'
President, East Coast College
1914 Beachway Road, Suite 2D
Jacksonville, Florida 32207 -
904/396 -1125

Elizabeth N. Jones
Trustee ,

Santa Fe Community College
P.O. Box 1530
Gainesville, Florida 32602
904/377-5161

Jack H.. Jones

Chairman, Board of Trustees
Jones College
Arlington Expressway
Jacksonville, Florida 32211
904/743-1122

1204

1)- o

70ftlton 0. Jones

President
Pasco-Hernando Conilunity College
2401 Highway 41 North
Dade City, Florida '33525

813/567-6701

Vicki Jones
Jone4 College
Arlington Expressway
Jacksonville, Florida 32211
904/743-1122 .

Richard W. Jonsen
Senior Stag Association
Western Interstate Commission for
'Higher Education
P.O.Trawer P
Boulder,4Col6rado 80302
303/492-W8-

Jerome . Keuper
Presid t

Florida Institute of Technology
Country Club Rdad
P.O. Box 1150
Melbourne, Florida 32901
305/723-3701

D. Burke Kibler, III
Chairman, Florida Postsecondary
Education Commission

Department of EAlcation
P.O. Box 1772
Lakeland, Floridp 33802
813/682-11611-

Ellen Kimmel
Professor, Psychology
University of South Florida
FAO 295 (Campus Mail)
Tampa, Florida 33620
813/974-2100

Maxwell C.'King
President
Brevard Community College
1519 Clearlake Road'
Cocoa, Florida 32922
305/632-1111 ext. 200
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,

Martin Knotri.
pirector, Nat. londl, School

of Health ;ttlogy
633 N.E. 16Z t,41024'
'N. Miami Beddi','. -Florida 33162
305/651-1515 ';

Russell P. Kropp
Professor and Director'

of Planning
Florida State University
Stone Building
Tallahaspe, Florida 32306
901/644-3539 Ar

Carl M. Kuttl, Jr:
e ident
Petersburg Junior College
Box.13489

)Peter burg, lorida 33733
/5464D11

William D. Law, J
Staff Director
House p,, Representatives
2271 fiLlipshire Way

Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-3711

Robert 0. Lawton
Vice President for
-Academic Affairs

Florida State University .

Tallahassee, Florida 32306
904/644 -1816

N. Douglas Lee
Vice President for Development

,Stettin University
And Boulevard.
d, Florida 32720

§ 4/ 4-4121

YM:B. Levinson
President-
University,of Palm Beach
660 Fern Street

'West Palm Beach, Florida 33402
305/833-5575

4

)121T.

Gerdld Ai-Lewis'
troller of FlOricelk

St of Florida
Office bf the Comptroller

' Tallahassee, Florida .32304
904/488-0370

-Philip D. Lewis.
Member, Florida Senate

-\608 New meau Building
Clemati $Street
West Pa Beach, Florida
305/832-3876.

. A. E. Longfellow 4r

Director of Studies
Saint'Paul's Institute of

Biblical Studies 4

P.O. Drawer 4 74
/Sarasota, F ida 33578

cTh
Patricia Lutterbie 4 f

Assbciate Vice President for'
Academic Affairs

Florida International University
Tamiami Campus; pc 529
NdamiFlorida 33199
305/552 -2151

33401

.Robert T. Mann
Commissioner
Public Service 'Commission
101 East Gaines
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 .

904/488-7001

Robert Q. Marston
President
University of,Florids
,226 Tigert,Hall
Gainesville, Florida 32611
904/392- 26l

Peter D. Oasiko, Jr.

President
Miami-Dade Communit4College
11.011 S.W. 104 Street
Mdami, Florida 33176
305/596-1211



Robert B. Mhutz
Member, Florida Postsecondary

( Education ComMissiop
221 N.W. 12th Terrace
Gainesville, Florida 32601
904/392-2471

J. Z. McCracken
,President
Ok oosa-Walton Junior College
100 ollege Bou'leva'rd
Nice 'lle, Florida 32578
904/678-5111 ext. 211

,

Tom McDowell/ ,

. ManpoWer Management Planing
Specialiest

Office of Manpower/
2551 Executive

Cent2 anning
Circle,

Tallahassee, Florida 32301
904/487-1165

liaM C. McGraw, Jr.
ntice Hall, In
5 Hunt Avenue

Lakeland, Florida
813/688-9821

33801

Edward C. McGuire
Chancellor
Massachusetts Board of Higher

EduCation
31 Saint James Avende,
Boston, Mhssachusett
617/ 72 7- 5360

West

Room 632
02116 '

R. L. McLendon, Jr.
President

0, St. Johns River Community dO1.14
5001 St. Jo Avenue
Pala ka, F rda. 32077
904/ 8-1571

-1DIelore B. McMullen
Florida Association of

Private -Schools
8208 Ridge Bend Court

1 Tampa, Florida 33615
813/885-643..,_

122 .

4

I

Roy E. Maarnaghan
Vice Chancellor for t

Academic Programs,
State Univers-AV System of Flbrida_
1074. 'babies Street
TallphiSseei Florida 32304

.104/488-7702 - ....

ii.David C. Montgomery di ..

Director, Planpirig andAnalysiS.
'Florida Board-of Regents,
107 West Gaines Street -,,.

Tallahassee, Florida 32304'
904/488 -6370 .6

William T. Morris
President r .

Morris College of Business
Route 1,f-Box158
MelbOurne,,Plorida. 32935
305/254-6459

L.',: William 41

VU-epresident,. cademics
Embry Riddle Unk1r rsity
Regional Airport .--- .

DaytonarBeach Florida 52014
904/252-5 61' 1

Fred-AC-Nelson N...--

' Yie President for External Affairs'
Nova University
3301 College Avenue .

Foh Lauderdalp, Florida 3314
305/587-6666 ,,-/-

, 4,.

Roger M. Nichols

9 4/488-0816

Deputy Commissioner of Education
The Capitol
llahanee,-Florida 32304

Harry K. Nyquist
Brevard County Schools
952 Brewster, Lane
Rockledge,IPlorida 32955
305t636-0153
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'Morgan Odell
), Executive Director .-

Association of Independenttt
California Colleges and
Ziversities

37 Brookhollow Drive
Santa Ana, California
714/546-7770 t -

123

92705

Charles J. 07Mallqii_-
Consultantfor Non:PUblic
81tools'

DeOltiment ofsEducation
Knott Building
Tallahassee,. Florida ,32304
904/487-1640

NUtray W. gyerstreet, Jr.
Board. Chairman
Va cia Communit, College

. Box 3028
Orlando, Florida 2802
305/299 -5000

17

Paul C. Parker
Associate Vice Chancellor for

Acadenjic Programs,::,

Florida Board of..Regents
107 W. Gaines Stieet
Ta hassee, Florida X1304
904/ 88-7202 .

Joseph ,J. Penber.
Assistant to PA5v6
University of MiaMi
Ashe 243
Coral Gables, Florida 3124

305/284-5155 -,

David L. ,Peoples
President
Southeastern Academy, Inc.
2333 East Spacecoa§t Parkway
Kissimmee, Florida 32741

305/847-4444

Curtis Peterson
Member, Florida Senate
P.O. Box 180
2034 S. Combee Road
Eaton Park, Florida 33840

813/683-9781

John D. Phillips
President' .,
National Association f'Independent
'Coileges and Univers ties

171.7 "Massachusetts Aven 503,

Washington, D. C.. 20036
202/387-7623

k-./
titariley Pincus

4 Respiratory ThetapY Pstitute,
2697 Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, Florida 13
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